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Summary findings
In the past decade the United Kingdom has emerged as a basic features and specific details of the regulatory
world pacesetter for institutional change in the process.
telecommunications sector. In particular, British In particular, the use of the license as an instrument to
Telecom has been divested, price-cap regulation has been stipulate pricing and access regulations, and the use of
introduced, a new regulatory institution (Oftel) hac been seve-4l agencies to check on license amendments, have a
set up (with its Director General of Telecommu- strongly stabilizing influence.
nications), and the market has been onened up to Spiller and Vogelsang show how the regulatory process
increasingly more competition. provides commitment even when there are personnel

At the same time, investment in the sector has jumped, changes among regulators and government officials, so
despite the uncertainty that might have been created by long as changes in government are not long-term. This
the United Kingdom's lack of modern experience with commitment - based on the British courts' tradition of
public utility regulation, by the lack of constitutional upholding contracts - is supported by a number of weak
protection against governmental and regulatory but mutually reinforcirg pillars.
discretion, and by continuing instituticnal change. Changes in the United Kingdom's regulatory practice

Part of the reason for the investors' confidence may be - such as the gradual tightening of price-cap regulations
the government continuity resulting from a series of - can be interpreted largely as adaptations to increased
Conservative election victories. But Spiller and competition and to the more favorable cost and demand
Vogelsang emphasize the nature of British Telecom's conditions British Telecom faces.
privatization and the restraint on discretion achieved by
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I. Introduction.

1. The UK has been among the pace setters worldwide in institutional change of the

telecommunications ,ector. In the last ten years British Telecom has been divested, a novel regulatory

scheme (RPI-X or price regulabon) has been introduced, a new regulatory institution (Oftel with its

Director General ot Telecommunications) has been set up, and competition has been establishe.i in

customer premises equipment, value added network services (VANS) and in the network. Investment

in the sector has jumped in spite of the uncertainty that might have been created by the lack of modern

experience with regulation of private utilites, by the intrinsic discretionary powers of the UK govemment

in administrative decisions, and by the continuing institutional change. Private investors, however, have

shown a remarkable confidence in the future of the sector.

2. A distinguishing feature of the British political system is its lack of constitutional protection

against regulatory discretion. Traditionally, the party In power controls both Parliament and

Govemment. Furthermore, and perhaps as a consequence, active judicial oversight over regulatory

bodies has been traditionally lacking. Thus, UK governments and regulators cannot easily commit not

to use administrative discretion to expropriate part of a regulated firm's specific assets %... tight

regulation. Even if courts rejected a particular regulatory interference the Government could undo the

court order through new legislation or through following a slighdy different procedure. The puzzle to be

solved then is how were the Conservative governments of the 1980s able to privatize the

telecommunications, electricity, water, gas and airport sectors? In other words, H UK governments

have, in principle, so much discretion, how would private investors be willing to invest large amounts in

sectors so prone for administrative expropriation? How could private investors be convinced that UK

Governments would refrain from confiscatory regulation in the future?

Part of the explanation for the extent of investors' confidence may lie in the series of election

victories by the Conservatives which assured that regulatory changes occurred in a stable political
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environment ancd within the same underlying politfcal views. But, as we will argue below, part of the

explanation may also lie in the nature of tho privatzation and in the evolution and .idaptation of UK

political institutons. We will emphasize three basic issues: the inifial privatization process that was

designed to achieve widespread ownership of Brs shares; basic features of the regulatory process that

restrain discretion (like the use of the license, enforced by the courts, as the instrument that stipulates

pricing and access regulations, the nature and role of multiple agencies in undertaking license

amendments against the will of BT, the existence of informal norms that limit ministerial discretion -e.g.,

the substantive delegation to the Director Generals of regulatory agencies, the use of White Papers to

announce intended regulatory or pollcy changes-, the prior development of competition); and finally

details of the regulatory system that limit regulatory discretion (like the use of the price-cap method of

regulation).

4. To a large extent, then, the success of the telecommunications privatzation and regulatory

process in the UK may be seen as the result of the proper matching of exogenous institutions

(independent courts, informal norms of proper govemment, pror existence of agenicies like the

Monopolies and Mergers Commission or the Office of Fair Trading), and the engineering ot the

regulatory and privatization process. This does not mean, though, that the regulatory system has no

weaknesses. We claim, though that many of its weaknesses are the result of basic commitment

probiems Inherent to the UK system of govemment rather than of the chosen regulatory structure.

II. General Features of UK PoltlUcal In ttutlons and Implications for UtlItIes Reguladon

5. Utilities are fragile industries. A large proportion of their assets are sunk, their technology

exhibits, in general, important economies of scale, and, in most developing countries, their customers

comprise the voting population of the city or state. Their pricing will always attract the local politicans'

interests.' Such political sensitiveness to their prices implies that regulatory discretion increases the

'Se, Goldberg (1976) nd Wllkmeon (1976).
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risk of administrative expropriation, as the regulators could, following public pressure, undertake various

adn.inistrative procedures so as to set prices below long run average costs, de-facto expropriating the

companies' sunk costs.

6. The traditional constitutional defense of 'fair rates of return by the US judiciary,' coupled with

the strong tradition of judicial oversight of regulatory agencies, has reduced, to a large extent the state

regulators' discretion, providing the necessary commitment power to the US regulatory bystem, and

enabled utilities to expand and provide service in a relatively assured, although, not necessarily

efficient, environment.3

7. Private utilities in the UK have nut been as lucky. While regulated private utilities existed in the

UK for over a century (from the mid 1800s to the their eventual nationalization in the mid 1900s), their

development was hindered by the nature of the UK political and regulatory system. UK regulation of

public utilities from 1850 to 1950 differed substantially from that being then undertaken in the United

States. To a large extent the difference resides in the nature of their respective political systems.

While the US political system is based on the principle of division of powers, both at the federal and

state levels, the UK is based on the sovereigr.ty of Parliament. Not only does the judiciary not play a

major role in restraining the administration (see Baldwin and McCrudden 1987), but also the electoral

system that 6volved in the UK following the Reform Acts of the mid nineteenth century has traditionally

granted a single party the majority of seats in Parliament, and hence control over both the govemment

and the legislature. Shugart and Carey (1992, pp:12-13) describe Parliamentary systems i-la UK as

2 FPC v. Hope Natural Gas Co., Supreme Court el the United States, 1944, 320 U.S. 592, 64 S,Ct 281, 88 L.Ed. 333.

3 This does not mean, though, that US utilities, in particular electricity companies, haven't had their shae of regulatory difficults.
The inflationary process, the increase in the real price of oil, and the environmental concerns that strted In the 1970. required
substantial changes in the regulatory process (Joskow 1974). For example, during that period elecric utilities were traded at 70%
of their book value (see Joskow and MacAvoy 1 375)).To some extent, though, one of the lasting effets of this perlod is the
increase in the perceived change in the regulatory risk as capacity additions (mostly nuclear) undertaken during the oil shock
period were both challenged in Courts by environmerital groups and eventually were required to be withdrawn from the rate base.
See, however, Gilbert and Newbery (1990) and Lyon (1991) for models that provide efficiency rationales for regulatory investment
reviews performed with 'regulatory hindsight."
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evolving towards becoming "principally 'an electoral colege' for determining which party holds executive

power." Pariament, thus, is "neither a legislature, as legislative authority is concentrated in the cabinet,

nor very representative, at least on the level at which its members are chosen, since the national policy

concerns that are expressed by parties capable of winning national power become paramount."

8. Politics in the UK have, as a consequence, tended to evolve towards party politics, with

members of Parliament becoming more Interested in the preservaton of, or the taking of, govemments

than on narrow constituency issues.4 Cox (1987) calls such evolution, the "efficient secret," as it makes

a legislature originally based on narrow Interests (i.e., regional representation) to take a national

perspective in its legislative activities. Since backbenchers' dissent would risk government survival,

party and parliamentary organization developed so as to substantially restrain the potential for intemal

dissent. One way to diminish backbeiichers' dissent is by centralizing all legislation on the front-

benchers, and conditioning legislative success to "proper" behavior. In this way, the organization of the

UK parliament provides much less room for individual members' initiative than, for example, the

organization of the US Congress.' Party power has not only been exercised at the level of

parliamentary organization, but also at the level of allocation of party resources, thus making individual

aKtempts to regain office much more aligned with party than with individual performance.6

9. Thus, the evolution of the UK political system has created, to a large extent, a two party

system, with a relatively homogenous Parliament, providing single parties with control over both the

executive and the legislative branches of govemment The fact that coalition governments are not the

norm in modern UK, implies that even minor eler'^ral changes at the national level may have important

This, however, does not mean that MPs will devote no time to servicing their constituency. They would, as it would still help
them to get reelected, particularly in marginal districts. See, Cain, Ferejohn and Fiorina (1987) for evidence on constftuency
service and reelection probabilites in the UK and the US. What it means, though, is that legislative proposals would have to be
oompatible wih the 'Party line."

See, Cain, Ferejohn and Fiorina (1987).

See Cox (1987) and Cain, Ferejohn and Fiorina (1987).
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policy consequences." In the light of the need to undertake large suLi- investments, the potential for

policy changes requires the development of formal and informal institutions (or norms) to restrain, to

some extent, governmentca discretion. We focus here on three such informal norms: the use of a

permanent bureaucracy, the commissioning of White Papers before undertaking major policy changes,

and finally, the delegation of suostantive powers to regulators.

10. Consider, first, the us. ot a relatively stable bureaucracy to staff senior govemmental positions.

Changes in the party in government in the UK have traditionally had minimal consequences on the

senior staff of government departments. Their stability, then, tends to limit at least to some extent, the

potential for rapid changes In policy.' Fesler (1983, page 88) provides evidence that the ratio of high-

political to high-career officials in Great Britain and France is 1:40 while in the US is 1:5 and in

Germany is 1:80.' A second important norm of govemmental decision making consists in the use of

White Papers in p; -viding notice about upcoming policy changes. As we will see below, in discussing

the evolution of telecommunications regulation (see Boxes 1 and 2), most regLalatory changes have

traditionally been undertaken following the commissioning by the government, or regulatory agency, of

a report about the issue. While governments do not necessarily follow the recommendations included

in those reports, their commissioning plays two major roles. First,, it announces the intention of the

government to unfiwrtake a particular policy change. Thus, it provides the opportunity to interest groups

to lobby the government and parliament about this issue, and to provide their own independent report.

Second, the commissioning of a report delays the government's decision, thereby limiting policy

7 This would be the case it a govwrnment holding a slim parliamentary majority loses the election to the other party which gains
control of Parliament aiso with a small margin.

' Compare this to the US Federal Government, whereby all senior ataff appointments are of a political nature. In the UK, on the
other hand, permanent seaetaries have traditionally been maintained following ct anges in party government. See, Fesler (1983).
See also, Deutsch, rOominguez and He -Jo (1981).

' Heclo (1977, page 107) also notes that, compared to the U.S., he '[does] not know of any other developed Nation in which iihe
executive management of the government's senior civil service is left to the tender mercies of temporary political appointees".
Furthermore, "...political appointees are simply uninterested. Effective management cof the higher civil service is of immense long-
term importance. But nothing will have very much effect during an appointee's own short time in office. Most appointees behave
exactly as you and I would if faced wXVh the same incentves: they exploit careerists and do little to uuild career institutions." See,
Helo (1977.).
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changes taken in haste and without public and political consultaton.10 Finally, as we will see below,

while ministers retain formal powers In undertaking major regulatory changes that Involve license

amendments, such changes have to be undertaken following the recommendation of the respective

Director General (DG) of the regulatory office. Although a Minister could, in principle, discard the

opinion ot the DG, such action would Imply deviating from an informal norm of delegaton. It seems to

be quite well understood, that a poslve recommendatlon by the DG Is required for the Minister to

impleme4nt a particular change. Similarly, if the Minister does not want to Implement a recommendatior,

of the DG there is a very well specitfied proces that needs to bm fufitlled. Otherwise, the MNnister must

follow the DG's recommendation." Since the DGs are appointed for longer periads of Ume than those

of the usual Minister that appoints them, substantve delegation to DGs provide for a measura of policy

stability, limiting, to some extent, drastic regulatory changes following minor electoral changes.

11. We do not claim that these informal norms are enough to guarantoe policy stability.12 As we

will see below, regulatory policies in the UK have not traditionaily been very stab;e. What we claim is

that in designing formal regulatory institutions for the telecommunications sector, the UK had the

potential to base those formal institutions on the existing informal norms of goverrmental decision

making. Since changing those norms simply to obtain a particular policy outcome in

telecommunications is very expensive, basing the formai institutions on those NexoyenousN institutions

wnuld provide some more st& ility to the regulatory system.

12. Finally, the judiciary also plays a role as an "exogenous" institution on which regulatory policy

could be based to restrain governmental discretion. Judiciary review of regulatory decisions, however,

'a To a large extent, the informai norm of using Whie Papers to support and announce policy changes is not diftererit from the
role the Administrative Procedure Act has in the U.S. as discussed in McCubbins, Noll and Wehngast (1987).

" This issue was repeatedly mentioned to us in interviews with the OGs of Telecommunications, Fair Trading and Electricity, and
with members of the MMC.

'' See, Calvert (1992) for a discussion norms as equilibrium phenomena
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is not customary in the UK, although it Is becoming mor3 frequert in particuliar at the local governmen.

level, as conflict between local and central government has become accentuated.13 At the national level,

though, it is not a strong ss,apon fo. the reguilated firms and intervenors," as regulators can make

decisions in such a way as to prpvent judicial review. Judicial review can be initiated on procedural

grounds or if the regulatores decisio,. has been unreasonable. UnreasonabIcness, how sver, provides

very little grounds for a ludicial appee'. as the regulator is not required to provide a lengthy explanation

of the grounds under which e particular decision (e.g. th- granting of a cable license) was made (see,

Baldwin and McCrudden 1987, p 292-293). On tin) other hand, the UK courts have a strong traditon of

upholdi..,j contracts amonq private parties. Thus, it is not surprising that regulation of utilities in the UK

has taken ti a nature of the granting of licenses, which explicitly specify a particular regulato!v process

(i.e. price setting). Since licenses specify a particular process, procedural grounds are easier to find,

preventing regulators frcm deviating too much from such process."

13. The fact that most pubiic utilities were until recently in government's hands suggests that at

least in the first haltf of this centuny Institutions that would constrain regulatory discretion either were not

developed, or did not withstand political changes. Similerly, if, for example, a US stvle rate of return

regulabon would be undertaken in the UK, rate reviews may not be able to guarantee the companies a

particular return. Would the Courts reject a particular price sett.ng process for being "unfair,"Is the

government in power could, in principle, pass legislation making legal that particular pricing style,

I Baldwin and McCrudden (1 87, p.57), quoting from Sir Michael Krry, th former Treasury Solicitor, observe that judicial review
of administrative agencies has increasd from a handful a year in the 60s to 50-100 in the early 70s, to a rate of about 400 a
year in the first six months of 119821 Furthermore, he repdrted that most of these cases come under two main heads,
applications to quash planning decisions..., and Immigration cases. See, Kerr (1983, p.168) and Young (1985).

14 Although judicial review may bs effective in resolving disputes among branches of covernmnt. Sse Baldwin and McCrudden
(1987, p. 59) for a discussion of t smue.

" In private conversation the Acting Director General of Telecommunications, Mr. Wigglesworth. mentionied that Oftel lawyers
recommended against unilaterally amending BT's license in the Chatdlne3 case according to the DGrs proposed change,
because of the MMC's failure to support the proposals put forward by Oftel. It was alleged that such unilateral move could have
been easily challonged in Courts. See Section IV.cii. for a discussion of the case.

' We use the term fair' here as meaning providing the company at least its cost of capital.
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without further judicial recourse." Thus, the use of US style rate of return regulation would require th

prior development of particular norms of behavior vis-a-vis the Courts that did not exist at the Ume, and

that may, in any case, take a long time tc develop. In other words, some alternative method of

regulation was required. One that would restrain adminiscrative discretion through the use of both

"exogenous" Institutons and through the design of regulatory processes and features compatible with

thei "exogenous' institutions of the UK

Ill. Regulation and Commitment: The Historical Evidenc Prlor to Brs Privatizatlon

a. Public Utility Regulation in the UK Before the Second World War.

14. As early as 1880 the Post Master Genezl( at the Post Office had become responsible for the

issuing of licenses to potential suppliers of telephone services. Ucense holders were eidher private

companle4 or municipal authorities. The difficulties in regulating all these comptnies and the lack of an

integrated national network induced the Government, in 1 c 2, to let the Post Office take cver the enUre

telephone system, except for the networks in a few municipalities including Kingston-upon-Hull,1' and to

grant the Post Office, a Departrr.ent of State, a statutory monopoly in telecommunications. This

statutory monopoly was finally abolished in 1984 at the time of BT's privatzation. Thus, the period of

private ownership in telecommunications prior to 1984 was very short, and its historical record very

poor. On the other hand, private ownership of other utilities lasted almost untl the end of World War II,

and the regu'ation of titilities is well documented. Elsewhere, we provide an in-depth analysis of the

way utilities were regulated during a long and relatively stable political period, from 1880 to the

" See Salzberg (1990 and 1991) for an analysis of the extenm of Independence of the UK judiiary a it relates to judicial review
of administradiveo decisions. It the UK polity would have developed an InfomiAl norm of oonduct stpulating that Parlamwert should
not reverse a Court decision, then Parliament's sovereignty would have been abdicated with impotnt policy implications. In fat,
Salzberg (1 99j) hows thad the opposlte is true. The probability of a lower court Justice being promoted Increases the more that
just!cs fie!!d ed governrment policies.

'* Earlier, in 1869, the Post Office had taken over the entire telegraph system and in 1897, following widespread public
dissatsfction, it had taken over the private seotor trunk lines. The network in the Hull area, today trading under the name
Kingston Communications (Hull) pic, is still owned and operated by Hull City Council. For a discussion on the early history of
telecommunications see Hazlewood (1953). Kingston-upon-Huli s local service monopoly extends for 120 square miles. Toda,
Kingston Communications pic has about 150,000 customers. While the Kingston setup provides for an 'nterosting leaming
experimetr. it has not eolved irito a competitor outside is immediato territory, nor have there been imitators.
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beginning of WWII."9 Here we provide only a summary of the main lessons from that period.20

15. There are four major lessons that can be derived from this period: first, an analysis of public

utility legislation will show that parliament's discretion over regulatory matters has indeed been very

large throughout the period, as the way different utility sectors were regulated was frequently changed

through legislation. Second, and perhaps so as to counter the extent of parliamentary discretionary

powers, utilities were regulated through the issuing of very specific licenses, which specified maximum

prices, rates of retum, sale and takeover provisions, as well as eminent-domain features of the utility.

Third, while the licenses provided effective safeguards against relatively minor changes in regulatory

vision, they did not withstand major changes in technology, at which point Parliament unilaterally

changed the operating rights of these utilities, as was done following the creation of the Central

Electricity Board in 1926. Finally, although Parliament exercised the power to unilaterally change the

companies' operating rights, such changes were done In a way that preserved, to a large extent, the

profitability of the affected companies. Those affected by the change in operating rights were given very

favorable transitory rights that would have substantially compensated for whatever losses arising from

compulsory shut downs or takeovers. Thus, substantial care was given to provide protection to the

owners of the companies against 'unfair expropriation, or arbitrary shutdown. Whether this was the

result of informal constitutional constraints or of the political vision of the day, h 3wever, cannot be

ascertained.

b. Regulatory Developments in Telecommunications Prior to Privatization.

16. Until quite recently the British telecommunications services sector could be safely identified with

" The 1850s Is the period In v,hich Paliamernt consolidated Its control over policy, and in which the current political system of the
UK devoloped. See Cox (1987).

"' See Spiller and Vogelsang (1993) for a more detailed analysis. Interested readers may also want to consult Dimock (1933),
Self and Watson (1952), Keen (1925), and Hormell (1928).

" This section has benoeitted from the discussion in Doyle (nd).
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British Telecom (BT) and its predecessor, the telecommunications division of the Britfsh Post Office.

The Post Office controlled, maintained and developed both the telephone network and controlled the

supply and maintenance of terminal equipment. The Post Office operated as a Department of State

under the direct control of a Minister of the Crown until 1969, at which time it was converted into a

public corporaffon. The Post Office had three business centers, Posts, Giro, and Telecommunications

and Data Processing, each of which had its own profit and loss accounts and balance sheet. The

Telecommunications Division was separated from the Post Office in 1981 when BT became a public

corporation In its own right. In 1984, before its privatization, BT was converted into a public limited

company (BT plc).22

17. Prior to privatizaffon, telecommunications policy, as relates to prices, investments, and

technology adoptfon, was the result of the interaction among many players, the Post Office (and later

on BT), the Secretary of State, Parliament's Select Committee on Naffonalised Industries, and user

groups as represented, for example, In the Post Office Users' National and Regional Councils. The

post war period has seen substantial amount of regulatory changes in relation to telecommunications

policy, and to the control and organization of the Post Office (and later on, BT). See Boxes 1 and 2.

Most of these regulatory changes did not involve specific legislative acts, but rather govemmental

decisions, promoted through the commissioning of White Papers and undertaken via executive orders

rather than legislation.

18. The fluidity of governmental policy suggests that post war governments had substantial

n UK public enterpris have usually been organized in three ways: First, as a department of a particular ministry; second, as a
public corporation; and finally, as a private company organized according to the Companies' Act, only that Its majority shareholder
Is the government The bvel of Involvement of the Minister, and of Parliamentary commitees (in particular the Selct Committe
on Natlonallsed Industries), falls as we move from a Depantment of State to a public corporation, to a private company where the
govemment is the majority shareholder. The main difference between the first and second type of organizadon is that In the latter
the company may borrow and can maintain its own reserves. Its board, rather than being headed by a Min!ster, as in a
Department of State, is appointed by the Minister, who is also directly Involved in the company's long term strategic planning,
while leaving to the Board the day to day management In either case, though, the government has substntil diseion on the
management of the enterprise. The private company form of organization, though, limits slightly more government discretion.
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discretion over regulatory policy and prices, although not necessarily over the management of the

telecommunications operator. As either public corporation or a department of state, the

telecommunications division of the Post Office and later on BT under public ownership, had serious

management problems, arising, to a large extent from political interference and the lack of managerial

incentives (Moore 1986). Over time most of the regulatory changes, until BTs privatization, were

attempts by the incumbent government to reduce (or formalize) either the minister's or management

discretion. The fact that several White Papers, as well as the 1969 Telecommunications Act, tried to

limit the scope of ministerial interference, suggests the extent of government inherent inability to commit

not to interfere with the management of the public corporations.

19. The extent of government interference can be seen by looking at the movement of

telecommunications' prices and profitability since the late 1960s. Figures Al and A2 show the evolution

of real residential prices for local and long distance calls and for rentals and connection charges

respectively. Regulatory price setting prior to privatization, however, left no written traces, as most of

the price setting process was undertaken informally between Government and the Post Office. While

most price changes were granted without much confrontation between management and Government,

that was not the case in the mid-1970s, where Govemment interfered heavily in the price setting

process. The period up to the financial crisis of 1975,2 shows attempts to maintain the subsidization

towards local users, mostly through increases in long distance prices. Starting in 1976, however,

there is a reversal in the trend of relative prices. Long-distance rates start to go down while local rates

start to go up. By 1980 local rates have nearly tripled while long distance prices have declined by one

third (both in real terms, see Figure Al). While this indicates a move towards more cost-based pricing,

23 In the early to mid-1970s the UK Government finances experienced severe problems, with the fiscal deficit as measured by the
PSBR (public sector borrowing requiremert) exceeding 8% of GDP in 1974 and 1976 and reaching 11.2% in 1975. From 1973
until 1977 the finandal state of the public corporations taken as a whole was very poor. In 1974, 1976 and 1977 the debt burden
of the public corporations was slightly in excess of 1% of GDP. Infilation was, in historical terms, very high In the middle of the
1970s, reaching a peak of 24.22% in 1975. The balance of payments on the current account was significaritly In the red between
1973 and 1976, reaching an alarming 4.42% of GDP in 1974. See the Select Committee on the Treasury and Civil Service
1980/i, Report on the Finandng of the Nationalized Industries, HC 348, London: HMSO.
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BOX 1

Specific Telecommunications Policies from 1960 to 1980

The 1969 Post Office Act

The Minister to make appointments to the Board

The Minister to control investment program and borrowing

The Post Office to provide universal service

A Post Offlo Users National Council (POUNC) and three county councils for Scotland,
Wales and Northm Island to monitor the Post Otfi from the consumers perpectives.

The Post Office had to consult with the POUNC before implementing any major inititive.
The POUNC to make ecommendudtons to the Minister

The Post Office to become a Public Corporation.

The Carter Report of July 1977

Indicated the exerciser of market power by the Post Office

Indicated that the 1969 Act provided few incentives to lower costs

Criticized the accounting system and data availability

Highlighted conflict between managers and the governmert

Highlighted lack of accountability and a proper framework for decision making and project
evaluaton.

Post Otfice management was too rigid and managerial salaies were too low.

Recommending sepdating Posts and Telecommunications into two corporations.

The 1978 White Paper on the State of the Post Office

Did not separate telecommunications from post

Encouraged greater decentralization of decision making

connection and rental charges move away from their cost base. After small real increases from 1967 to

1976, both of these charges start decreasing by nearly 50% in real terms from 1976 to 1980 (see

Figure A2). One of the consequences of the latter is a large excess demand for telephone lines in

1980.

20. In the late 1960s and early 1970s the profitability of the telecommunications division of the Post

Office was among the highest in the public sector, exceeding or being close to the imposed financial
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targets. The relatively high rate of return of this period, given the constraints laid down by the 1967

White Paper and the 1969 Act, are largely attributable to the setting of high financial targets which

encouraged some degree of monopoly pricing for long-distance calling, mainly by the business sector.

From 1973 until 1975 the performance of the telecommunications division declined markedly, and in

1975 it made an accounting loss, see Figure AS. The reduced financial performance over this period

arose because the Government exercised pricing restraint in response to inflation, recession and the

BOX 2

Main Regulatory Changes and Proposals Prlor to ors PrivatizaUon

The 1981 Beeslev Report

Recommended unrestricted resale of leased lines (private circuits)

Recommended allowing ST to freely st prices for private circuits

Recommended to promote network entry

The British Telecommunications Ad of 1981

Allowed some entry Into VANs (to be further relaxed by 1987)

Terminated srs monopoly over customer premises equipment (with the exception of the fist
phone, to be terminated in 1985)

Allowed licensed network entry

Separated BT from the Post Office

The 1982 White Paper

Proposed to sell 51% of BT

Proposed to create Oftel (the Office of Telecommunications) with a Director General

The Duoooly Policy of November 1983

Government announced that, for seven years, no nationwide competitor would be allowed
besides BT and Mercury to supply fixed-link voice telephony

The 1984 Telecommunications Act

Creates Oftel and the position of Director General of Telecommunications

Requires the issuing of licenses for all PTO

Stipulates process of license amendments

Brings the MMC into the regulation of licensees

Silent about price setting, except that is to be determined in the license
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oil price shock.

21. In 1976, price increases following the aboliton of the price controls resulted in a dramatic

financial turnaround of the Post Office and the other State industries. Profits in the telecommunications

division of the Post Office reached 15.9% as a proportion of turnover, with telephone charges

increasing, on average, by 66%. Additional contributing factors were the incomes policy implemented

by the Government, which helped to keep down increments to labor costs, and the reintroduction of

financial targets which provided a further justification for increasing prices later in 1977.

22. Political interference not only Influenced prices but was also felt in the profitability and

investment policies of the Telecommunications Division. Figure AS shows the effect of the introduction

of Extemal Financial Umits in 1975,2' and of the pricing policies of the early 1970s. The

Telecommunications Division's profits fell up to 1975, and, from 1975 to 1980 its capital base fell at a

rate of 5% or so. Not only its capital base was falling during the second half of the 1970s, but its

technology was becoming increasingly obsolete, and as Figure AS shows, the productivity of the

installed capital was falling until 1980. Figure A6 shows, on the other hand, that productivity per

worker started to grow rapidly after 1980.

23. The financial difficulties of the Telecommunications Division were mostly over with the price

increases of 1976, even though telecommunications prices remained frozen from late 1977 on. See

Figures Al and A2. In 1981 the Conservative government allowed BT to increase its prices to finance

investments, and although, as Figure AS shows, fixed assets started to increase in 1981, such Increase

24 EFLs constrain the annual change in the net indebtedness of a public corporation to government. An EFL is a short term policy
measure acting like a bankruptcy constraint but with a lack of commitment by the government when X comes to adhering to the
limit. EFLs are questionable devices, however, as they may constrain (postponable, but efficient) investment in favor of
(necessary) current expenditures.
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did not get translated into a dramatic increase in main lines. In fact, Figure A7 shows that the rate of

increase of calls and lines was, in 1981, one of the lowest in ten years. In May 1982, and to a large

extent because of BTs failure to invest, the government required BT to reduce its prices (see Figures

Al and A2). BT reduced only its long distance prices, though. This was the last attempt by the

governments to manipulate Brs pricing and investment policies. By then, though, the government was

determined to privatize BT, as seen by the publication of its July 1982 White Paper proposing to sell

51% of BT and to create an Office of Telecommunications (Oftel) for the regulatory oversight of BT.

IV. The Search for Commitment: Brs Privatlzatlon and the Introduction of Competition

24. Even though the Tory party did not always have in its plafform the privatization of state-owned

enterprises,25 during the 1970s a movement inside the party emerged to undo ' e nationalizations

undertaken by previous Labour Governments. While some of the supporters of privatization in the

Conservative party saw privatizatlon as a way to improve the fiscal situation, others supported

privatization from a clear political perspective. For example, John Moore, the then Financial Secretary

to the Treasury saw Opeople's capitalism" as a way to change the political composition of the nation.28

The privatization of BT seems to have been affected by this view, as it was done in a way that assured

widespread ownership of Brs shares across the population. Whatever the reason for its privatization,

though, the logic behind the process that started with the 1981 British Telecommunications Act called

for competiton and private ownership. In this section we show that privatization and competition were

undertaken in a way that helped in providing further insfitutional commitment for private ownership of

BT.

2 Bradley (1992), for example, says that 'Contrwy to its current c;aim, the Tory party had not always come out unequivocally In
favor of froo onterpriss; its 1970 manifesto had indeed assorted thad t was not 'dogmatic' on the subject ....As In 1974, the 1979
election manifest simply prornmod no further nationalization; the emphasis fell on running nati. nalkizd Industries more effidently."

a Spealdng at th Wider Shae Ownership Coundl Forum, Mr. Moore said: 'Our aim is to establish a peoples captl market, to
bring capitalism to the place of work, to the High Strect and even the home.' Quoted in Newman (1986, p 41). Mr. Moore was
also a strong supporter of rnployee share ownership schemes as they were applied to BT and other companies. See Newman
(1986, p. 150) and Moore (1986).
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a. Privatizatiot. and Commitment

25. The process that led to the privatization of BT started in November 1982 when a Bill to privatize

BT was presented to Parliament, a little over a year after the passage of the Telecommunications Act of

1981 that se!,arated BT from the Post Office. The Bill experienced a series of amendments and it

finally received Royal Assent on April 12, 1984.27 The privatization process, though, did not start nor

end with the 1984 Act. Apart from the formalities of creating a public limited company and transferring

BTs assets to it' the decision to sell 50.2% of BT sales, and the actual allocation of shares, there was

substantial amount of effort devoted to restructure BT prior to its privatization, and to assure that

individual investors would get a large proportion of BTs shares. To this purpose, a massive advertising

campaign was initiated even befw a the 1984 Act was passed, and reached its peak with TV and

newspaper ads explaining the process by which individuals could buy BT shares, and what it meant to

own shares. The public offer for 50.2% of the shares at 130 pence was opened on November 20,

1984, and trading on stock exchanges began on December 3, 1984.

26. The nature of the incentive schemes as well as the extent of the advertising campaign suggests

the government's interest not in just making the privatization a success, but rather in achieving

widespread ownership of BT's shares in the UK In 1983 only 3.8% of the adult population (1.6 million

individuals) were stockholders, and in 1981 less than 28% of all UK stocks were held by UK irdividuals.

(See Newman 1986, p. 62 and 81). Achieving a higher percentage of retail ownership in BT, then,

would have naturally required substantial incentives and promotional effort. The government approved

three main incentive schemes. One incentive scheme was the "telephone voucherm -bonus scheme.

The telephone voucher scheme would provide individual investors with vouchers of £18 each. The

number of vouchers would increase with the investment and with the length the shares were held by

I For a discussion of tho legisltvo process up to the passage of the Telecommunications Act of 1984, see Newman (1986,
pp:8-1 1).

o On April 1, 1984, a wholly Governmerit-ownod British Telecommunications pie was incorporated, and on August 6, 1984 all
property, rights and liaiUties of the public corporation Britsh Telcom were transferred to British Telecommuniations plc.
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the investor. Alternatively, the individual investor could receive one free share for each ten purchased

at flotation time up to an investment amount of £5,000. 9 A second incentive scheme consisted of the

required stream of payments to purchase the shares. At application time, less than 40% of the price

had to be paid (50 pence), to be completed in equal installments in June 1985 and April 1986. A third

incentive scheme was designed for BTs employees. BTs 240,000 employees were given three types

of incentiv es: first, free shares were to be g.ven for an aDproximately value of £70 to each employee.

Second, for any investment up to £100 in BT shares at application time, they would receive double that

amount in BT shares; and finally, they were allowed to buy up to £2,000 value in shares at a 10%

discount.

27. Finally, a major incenffve seems to have been BTs price itself. While it was sold at 130 pence

and individual investors had to pay upfront only 50 pence, the partly paid shares traded immediately

upon opening of the market at 90 pence, and by the end of December they were being traded at 103

pence. By the end of the payout period, April 1986, investors obtained a nominal gain of 110 pence on

an investment of 130 pence (not discounted, though). See Figure A3. Not only BTs initial

shareholders made substantal paper gains on their investments, but the number of shares applied for

by the public was five times the number put up for sale. The extent of underpricing wa:' such that even

those that were unsuccessful in their applicaffons and bought in the open market also gained

substantially. For example, if an investor purchased the partly paid shares at 103 pence at the end of

December 1984 and sold short 103 pence of the FT-500 index, by the end of the payout period (April

1986) would have received a net gain, after the two remaining payouts, of 49 pence.

28. While UK ins4itutional investors obtained the largest share (47% of all shares), the public

(including employees) subscribed 39% of the shares, with overseas investors purchasing 14%. More

0 More than 64% of all Individual Investors chose the share bonus rather than the telephone voucher scheme. See Newman
(1986, p.74).
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than 1 million individuals purchased less than 400 shares, with the total number of individual

shareholders being above 2 million.30 By June 1985, though, the perceitage of BT shares held by

individuals fell to a more standard 29%, resembling the investment patterns discussed above. Whether

the government triei intentionally to achieve widespread holdings or not, the fact is that most of BTs

shares remained, directly or indirectly, in residents hands, making regulatory policy, as well as a

renationalization, a sensitive political issue.3 1

29. In December 1991, the UK Govemment reduced its share in BT from 47.7% to 21.8%, cashing

in £5.5 billion. This time the government did not follow the same strategy as before. and instead of

selling at a prespecified prce, it designed a competitive segment where large investors were required to

bid for the shares allocated to the large investors segment. Smaller investors would then buy at the

price set in the competitve segment, minus a small discount.

30. The 1991 sale signffied further commitment by the UK government towards keeping BT in the

private sector. At that time the Tory Government of Prime Minister Major was threatened by a Labour

Party victory in the upcoming spring 1992 elections. Relinquishing most of the Government's remaining

shares in BT certainly was meant, among other things, to make it more difficult for a Labour

Govemment to undo BTs privatization.

31. To summarize, the nature of the privatization suggests that the UK government paid attention to

creating institutional safeguards to private ownership of BT (and of the remaining utilities to be

privatized). Rather than selling to a consortium run by an international telecommunications operator.

BT was sold to the public in the largest ever share issue. Similarly, the Government undertook a

30 The alloolion medaniem to handb the ovesubscriptlon was lversely related to the size of the appOlcaton. Thus, for
uxamppe, those tht demanded lee than 400 shaes obtaned their whole applicatlon, while those demanding more than 100,000
share got nothing. Se Nowman (1986, p.167).

3 The Labour Paly's confereno of October 1984 called, however, for the renationalization of BT, with compensation to be paid
on tho b of 'no speculoUve gain.' See BT Prospectus, Chapter 3, AttIud, of HM Oppostion.
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massive effort to sell the company in the most widely dispersed fashion. At the time of the initial

privatization, more than 2M individuals held shares In BT, with more than 1 M holding less than 400

shares. Furthermore, BT's charter prohibits a single individual or institution to hold more than 15% of

all outstanding shares. Widespread ownership, however, may come at a shon run cost to the

government. If we take the value of the partly paid up shares at the end of first day of trading (95

pence) plus the two remaining installments (80 pence) as a measure of wha. bhe govemment could

have received by selling BT shares In an open auction (£5.5M), then the govemment's cost from selling

BT in the way it did would have been half of Its actual proceeds (£3.6M). This number, though,

overstates the cost. If our hypothesis is correct, so that widespread ownership actually provides

safeguards against future opportunistc behavior by the government, then, an open auction would have

generated much more concentrated ownership in BTs shaes, reducing an Important safeguard, and

hence reducing the value of BT.

b. Competition and Commitment: The Role of Mercury

32. During she first few years of the Conservative Govemment, the govemment cornsidered a series

of major changes in the structure of BT. See Box 2 below for an evolution of regulatory proposals and

regulatory changes prior to the privatization of BT. The first major move by the Conservative

Government in its relation to telecommunications was the commissioning of Michael Beesley from the

London Business School to analyze the potential for competition in CPE, VANS and the network. The

Beesley Report (Beesley 1981) recommended major changes in BTs organization and policies,

including resale of private lines, price flexibility and network entry. BT claimed, though, that the

liberalization recommended by the Beesley Report would force it to increase telephone line rentals,

connection charges and local calls drastically because of the reduced availability of cross-subsidies

from international and long-distance calling. The Government feared that such a change in price

structure would burden residential customers in favor of business users. (See Bradley 1992, p.28). The

Government, then, in the subsequent British Telecommunications Act 1981 did not follow Beesley's
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recommendations. It did, however, allow for some entry into the VANS market (which was further

relaxed in 19837). More importantly, the Act terminated Bl's monopoly for customer premises

equipment (with the exception of the rental of the first phone on an exchange line for which Brs

monopoly only ceased in 1985) and allowed for licensed network entry.

33. Promoting competitors to BT had two distinct incentive effects on a to be privatized BT. On the

one hand It reduced Its potential profitability, as competitlon will reduce prices In the contested

segments. On the other hand, it reduced the ability of the regulator to behave opportunistically vis-a-vis

BT. If prices were to be set too low for BTs customers, BTs competitors would be at'scted, as

customers would shift to BT. Thus, not only BT but also its competitors will lobby against attcmpts to

set too strict price standards for BT.

34. Competiton was introduced before Brs privatization and without breaking up BT. It is

conceivable, though, that fiercer competition could have been achieved m..h faster it BT would have

been broken in several regional and functional companies. Breaking BT, however, would have required

a substantial restructuring (or rebalancing) in BTs prices, at a strongpolitical cost, that could have

threatened the privatization process itselt. In particular, local and rental charges would have gone up

faster than tley actually did (Vickers and Yarrow 1986, p. 237-238). See Figures Al and A2. Thus,

the fact that BT was privatized as a whole may not simply reflect fiscal circumstances, but also an

understanding of the price implications of competition.

35. The Telecommunications Act of 1981 allowed the government to license network competitors to

BT. On June 25, 1981 a consortium consisting of British Petroleum, Barclays Merchant Bank and a

just privatzed Cable & Wireless (C&W) applied for a license for its project Mercury to supply

telecommunications network services in competition with BT. BT immediately responded by publicly

threatening price increases, and some price increases were actually implemented after Mercury's
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license had been granted in principle in August 1981. In February 1982 Mercurv officially received a

25-year renewable license.2 Figure Al shows that BT's rate rebalancing started well before the

privatization, and seems to even predate Mercury's license application. Originally, Mercury's license

was quite specific, requiring Mercury to build a fibre optic network in the shape of an '8' connectng 30

specified cities and limiting Mercury's market share In voice telephony to 3% of that of BT. The latter

restriction was meant as a safeguard for Brs envisaged large investment program In expansion and

modemization of its network. Within a year, however, the limitation on Mercury was dropped and

Mercury was to become BTs competftor for all services. Now, It was Mercury's (and since its takeover

In 1984, C&W's) tum to _sk for protection from competition In order to commit the funds for its

increased invgstznent required (Beesley and Laidlaw 1989).

36. Trying to simultaneously help both, BT and Mercury, the Government announced its Duopoly

Policy in November 1983. The Duopoly Policy stipulated that, for the next seven years, no nationiwide

competitor besides BT and Mercury would be licensed to supply public fixed-link voice telephony.

Outside fixed link network services, though, the government had licensed two operators of mobile

cellular networks (Cellnet, 60% owned by BT, and Racal-Vodafone), and awarded 11 pilot cable

franchises that could, eventually, be used for telecommunications services. The Duopoly Policy, which

was announced after the decision to privatize BT, seems to follow the same logic as maintaining BT

intact, namely, to allow for a more gradual transition to competition, without impacting too strongly on

prices.

37. Mercury's start, however, was rather slow and bumpy. As a result, Mercury's market sh..:, in

UK communications remained minuscule throughout the 1980s. Over the last three years, however.

3 The right to offer international switched servires was only granted in 1983, and in November 1984 Mercury s license wae
modified to include full switched service. Mercury's license resembles that of BT but differs in two mejor ways. First, Mercury b
not subject to price regulation and, second, Mercury has no universal service obiigation to provide services throughout the UK
Mercury does, however, have to provide services in specified urban areAs.
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Mercury has been growing very fast, and by 1992, has achieved a significant 6% share in the whole

UXK t31ecommunicatons market. Mercury currently has 250,000 customers, and 96 out of the top 100

UK corporations are using Mercury's network.3 Mercury's cumulative investment in plant and

equipment, which stood at 21.5 Billion in 1992, Is forecasted to double by 1995. Mercury's ambitous

investment program has definitely been helped by the financial strength and profitability of Its parent

(Cables & Wireless). In recent years, however, Mercury's own profit growth has been enormous so that

siff-financing of rts investment becomes a realstic possibility. After making losses until fiscal 1988

Mercury made Its first profits of £17.7 million in 1989. Three years later, in 1992, It had a trading profft

of £155 nillion on a tumover of £915 millior.

38. By thi end of the Duopoly Policy, then, Mercury became a viable compettor, and one whose

financial interests cannot '9 tatn lightly by the regulator. Although BTs license modificatons do not

require the participha n of outsicle interests, Mercury was involved in all three license modificatons,

providing Oftel with its own reconimendations for license changes.

39. To summarize, the way network compettion was introduced into telecommunications had the

effect of providing further commitment towards private ownership of utilites. First, by limiting network

competiton it allowed for a more gradual rebalancing of BTs rates, thus limiting the political cost of the

privatzation of BT. Second, by creating a viable competitor, the regulator was forced to take its

financial interests into account Finally, BT found in Mercury a strategic supporter in its bargaining with

the regulator over price cap levels Thus, both the way pnvatzation was undertaken and the way

competition was Introduced had commitment Implications, and must have played a role in the

performance of, and investment decisions in the sector.

I Having a compltely digil (fibre optical and microwave) network Mercury holds some quality advantage over BT. Beyond
that Mercury's success in the market Is at least partly explainod by its ability to underprice ST which is again partly explained by
BTs unbalanced rade structure. On the other hand, Mercury is suffering from unequal access. In panicular, customers have to
change their telephone numbers if they switch from BT to Mercury. As a result Mercury has initially concentrated on high-volume
customers. From the beginning it priced about 12.15% below Brs rate, a difference that has proved to be fairly stable over time
(Bradley, 1992).
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c. The Modem Regulatory Process and Commitment

40. The UK administratve tradition is one of loose administrabve processes. (See Baldwin and

McCrudden 1987). To a large extent, most agencies (including those regulaffng utilities) work, from the

public perspective, in the dark. Public hearings are exceptfons (the Monopoly and Mergers

Commission is one such exception), the agencies do not have to substantiate their decisions (such

actions would open them to potential judicial review), and the standards of judicial review are very lax

(based mostly on reasonableness). Thus, to restrain regulatory discretion particular procedures need to

be specified. (See Veljanovski 1991).

41. The modem regulation of utflites follows the UK regulatory tradition of granting licenses, and in

using the license to restrain administrative discretion. The license stipulates what the enterprise can

do, upon which law its regulatfon is based (all British Telecom's licenses have so far stipulated that its

regulation Is based on the British Telecommunications Act of 1984), and the nature of the price

regulation method that applies to the company. The Act, which precedes the granting of the license,

also specifies the way under which the license can be amended. In principle, since the license is a

contract between the government and the utility, licenses could be amended with the agreement of the

two parties. Tho Act allows, though, for a very specific process to amend the license both with and

without an agreement between the government and the company.34

42. As will be discussed in detail below, the nature of the regulatory process provides substantial

commitment, although not a full fledged one, to follow the regulatory bargain struck at privatization time.

The regulatory process, coupled with the nature of UK's exogenous institutions (e.g. the courts, the

informal norms of govemmental decision making), substantially reduces the potential for drastic

regulatory changes without the consent of the regulated company. Several features that characterize

I This feature of the UK regulaory process differs from Jamaica's, where the license cannot be amended except by the
agreement of both paties. See Spiller and Sampson (1993).
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the regulatory process limits the extent of government's regulatory discretion: First, there is a very

precise and complex process to amend the license against the wish of the company. Second, since

the main regulatory features are enshrined in the license, major regulatory changes have to follow the

specified license amendment process. Failure to follow that process could easily be contested in

courts. Third, by requiring the agreement of several agencies the amendment process reduces the

extent of regulatory discretion. Fourth, by delegating major regulatory powers to the agency head

rather than retaining these powers at the level of the Ministry, the latter's powers are limited. Finally,

the initial use of price cap as the price-setting method limits both the current price-setting powers of the

regulator, and because price-caps are part of the license, it limits the regulator's ability to drastically

change the price-setting process.

43. In this section we explore the nature of the regulatory process and derive implicabons for the

stability of the regulatory process. The regulatory process can be modeled as a game among four

players: the Director General of the Office of Telecommunications (Oftel), the Secretary of State (SOS)

of the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), British Telecom (BT) and the Monopolies and Mergers

Commission (MMC). Figure 1 describes the main features of the requirements for a major regulatory

change that involves a license amendment, such as changing the kiature of the price cap system,

requiring particular interconnections, and restricting BT from undertaking certain activities. We start,

first, with a description of the major players and the interrelations among them.

c.i. The Players

c.i. 1. The Director General and the Secretary of State

44. BT, as all UK utilities, is regulated by a Director General (the Director General of

Telecommunications -the DGT for short) who heads an agency (the Office of Telecommunications, or

Oftel). All DGs, in tum, respond to a particular Secretary of State (the DGT responds to the Secretary

of State of the Department of Trade and Industry -the SOS of DnI). The DGs are appointed by the
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SOS for a period of up to five years, and cannot be removed except for clear maifeasance or persona'

-physical- incompetence.' For Oftel, the DGT can "appoint staff as he may see fit", subject, however,

to Treasury approval as to number, terms and conditions of contract. Oftel's budget, as that of all other

regulatory agencies, comes from the Treasury but is financed by a levy on the licensed

telecommunications carriers which cover most of its current expenses and has to be approved by

Parliament.' Ultmately the DGT is accountable to Parliament.

45. At the time of the prvatization, the Government had an interest In assuring independence of the

telecommunications regulator in order to build a reputation with buyers for future privatizations (in

particular in gas, water, electricity). For the first eight years (1984-92) Sir Bryan Carsberg was DGT,

with a first term of three years. He was formerly the Arthur Andersen Professor of Accounting at the

London School of Economics. The choice of an academic for this position seems to have been

deliberate in that it reemphasizes independence of the holder of the position.3 '

46. In the case of Telecommunications, the SOS of D713 Is in charge of signing the original

license, and any subsequent modification. The DTi, however, cannot sign license modifications without

the DG's recommendation.3' Thus, the DGT has substantial autonomy, even in a Padiiamentary

system. Conflicts between the DGT and the SOS may imply subsequent reductions in the agency's

budget, non-reappointment as well as future political problems, and may even lead to a resignation. In

" AcUng DGs, however, can be removed at the will of he relevant SOS. See, for example, the Telecommunicaions Ad 1984,
Part 1, 11 (2).

During fis"al year 1991, Oftel and Offer (Office of Electricity Regulation) have covered all their expenses through their diret
revenues. See Oftel, Annusl Report 1991.

V For example, the posIion of the Director General for Electricity is also held by a Professor, Stephen Littlchild.

" Henceforth we wiU use the term SOS or DTI interchangeably.

U The SOS has a more important role at the privatization stage as the regulatory agendes re not furcdioning prior to the
privatization. Thus, the Director General had no formal role in the drafting of the initial license(s) at privatization time. License
given to new compenies after the nial privatization, though, would follow the procedure, whereby a DG recommendation is

required for the SOS to grant the license.
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any case, though, the DGT may not be easily fired.

47. While the DGT has substantial discretion, the enabling law enunciates the objectives that the

DGT must follow. For example, the Telecommunications Act of 1984 (as well as all other enabling

Acts)40 stipulates primary and secondary duties to both Oftel's DGT and the SOS. Primary duties are4'

*(a) to secure that there are provided throughout the United Kingdom,
telecommunication services as satisfy all reasonable demand....; and
b) ... to secure that any person ... is able to finance the provision of those services."

Secondary duties are

'a) to promote the interests of consumers, purchasers and other users ...(including, in
particular, those who are disabled or of pensionable age), in respect of the prices
charged for, and the quality and variety of, telecommunications services ....
b) to maintain and promote effective competition ... in ... telecommunications;
c) to promote efficiency and economy ...;
d) to promote research ... and development...;
e) to encourage major users of telecommunication services whose places of business
are outside the UK to establish places of business in the UK
1) to promote the provision of intemational transit services...;
g) to enable persons providing telecommunications services in the UK to compete
effectivAly...;
h) to enab!e persons producing telecommunication apparatus in the UK to compete
effectively in the supply of such apparatus.. .42

While such set of objectives may be mutually contradictory, they open the DGT to potential litigation

because of failure to follow the Act. While so far DGs have not faced litigation on this particular point, It

remains a potential constraint on the DG's discretion, particularly If the Govemment does not support

such particular action.43 Finally, the discretion of the DGT is constrained by the license amendment

process.

" See Coritre for the Study of Reguloted Industries (nd) for a description of the nature of the regulatory fraerwork In the UK.

41 See Toewcommunictions Act 1984, Part I, 13.(1).(2).

O The Telcommunicaions Act 1984 also exempts the SOS from the duties detailed above In activites related to national
socurity Issues or In relatons with other governments.

4 Would tho governmort support the DG. It could amend the Act to make It plain that the current actions of the DG e
compaible wkth tho meaing of the Act.
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c.i.2. The Monopolies and Mergers Commission

48. The MMC is a consultative body created In 1948 with a strong tradition of independence.' It

makes determinaffons on mergers, consumer protection, and regulatory issues. Its decisions, however,

do not bind, as the DG or the SOS may not follow up on their determinations. On the other hand, for

several issues, like blocking mergers or amending licenses without companies' approval, the agreement

of the MMC is a prerequisite. Thus, the role of the MMC has always been to provide Its blessing for,

or to veto, a certain policy recommendation by a DG or SOS. The MMC has a full tme Chairman and

Secretary, and is composed of a large number of members. In 1992 it was composed of 34 members.

The MMC members are appointed by the SOS and their terms last up to four years. They cannot be

removed, but may not be reappointed. Even though the MMC is clearly a parffsan agency, there is an

implicit agreement on how It should be composed. Thus today, there are still several Trade Union and

Labour party members. For each Telecommunications license amendment reference, the Chairman,

with participation of the SOS of Trade and Industry,45 selects a panel of members to hear it and make

decisions after a public hearing. The panels usually consist of the Commission telecommunications

experts.

c.ii. The License Amendment Process

49. Changing the license is the crucial regulatory change, as such amendment is regularly required

for the regulation of BTs (and most other regulated utilities') prices." In general, to amend a license

the agreement of the regulated firm and the DG is required. If no agreement Is reached, then the DG

4 In several interviews with consultants, BT and Mercury executives and regulators, a reference to the MMC wee characterized
as a 'crab-shoot'" In the sense that its answers may not be very predictable, or follow the party line.

' See the Telecommunicetlons Act of 194, Pat II, 113.(10).

" Telecommunications diftr from electricty in that the price cap formula is valid only for four (now five) yes in the former whie
it is open ended for the ldter. Thus Oftel has to rewrite BT's license every tour (or five) yeas, while, In prindple, Offer would not
have to amend the licenses of the electricity distribution companies. The fact that Oftel has to write a new license every four or
ftivo years provides a strong bargaining chip to BT. as Oftel has to get the amendmerit process cornpleted before the ecxpiration of
the price cap. Otherwise, folowing that date, BT could, in principle, set its prices in an unrstrited fahion.
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may proceed with what is called a "reference" to the Monopolies and Mergers Commission (MMC).4 '

See Figure 1.

MMC accepts P

DTI Makes reference to MMC K
MMC Rejects xO

BT Agrees

DTI does not make reference to MMC P

DG's Proposal (P)

DG rdes not make reference to MMC xo

BT Rejects DTI blocks reference X0

DG makes reference to MMC MMC accepts P

DTI does not block

MMC rejects - x

P=DGT Proposal
x0=lnitial Status Quo

Figure 1
The Regulatory Game

50. Consider first the upper branch in Figure 1 that consists of the DGT making a proposal for a

license amendment which tie company agrees to. Such agreement, though, is not enough to change

the license, as the DTI has to sign the new license. The DTI has 14 days to block the agreement by

47 Before 19S4 the MMC was engaged in telecommunications issues through regular reviews of each of the nationalized
industries and thus also of the Post Office. The 1984 Telecommunications Act explicitly made the MMC part of the regulatory
process for changes in Brs license. In addition, the MMC can become active in telecommunications under a general monopoly
reference (under the 1973 Fair Trading Act), e.g., in merger cases. In its former role the MMC Is advisory to the DGT.
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making a reference to the MMC. Such a reference would request from the MMC to answer whether the

agreement is "against the public interest." The veto power is vested with the DTI in order to reduce

incentives for collusion between the DGT and BT. If the MMC concurs that such agreement is 'against

the public interest,' then the DnI may not sign the agreement, and the initial status quo remains in

place, until a new proposal is brought forward by the DGT. If, on the other hand, the MMC finds that

the agreement is indeed In the public interest, then the SOS has no further recourse but to sign the

license agreement.

51. Consider, now a proposal by the DGT which is not agreed by the company. This is

represented in the lower branch of Figure 1. To change the license without the agreement of the

Company, the DGT needs the MMC to determine that (a) the current situation -say, the current X factor

in the price cap regime- is aaainst the public interest, and (b) that the MMC agrees that the DGTs

recommendation is for the public interest.'O In other words, the MMC may veto the DGTs

recommendation, but cannot impose a particular recommendation on the DGT.49 Would the DGrs

recommendation get the approval of the MMC, then the change in the license as desired by the DGT

can bc ser,t to the SOS for the formal signature. If the MMC does not agree with the DGT, then tha

DGT will have to bring forward another proposal for the company's consideration, and until then the

status qLo remains in place.

52. While the SOS has to sign a license agreement that has been sanctioned by the MMC, the

4 See, for example, Telecommunications Act 1984, Part 11,113.15.

' Oftel lost its reference to the MMC in the Chatlines case. The Chatlines case relates to what In the US are called 900
numbers and message services over BT's network. These services were charged at premium rates, well above ordinary Inland
calls. The problem seems to have been the inadequate control of customers over the types of services which can be accessed
and over the charges incurred. The commission stated that 'the provision of the services significaritly Impairs the value of and
quality of the telephone service, and operates against the public interest' The commission, however, acknowledged the value of
such services, and recommended that 'BT's license be modified to require the provision of chatline services In accordance with a
code of practice to be negotiated between the DGT, ST and the chatline provides.' There were more than 20 companies
providing Chgdline services. Thus, the MMC did not agree to the unilateral modification of BT's license as recommended by the
DGT, even though the MMC agreed that the current situation was against the public interest and that a very differet proposal
was in the public interest. (See, MMC, 'Chadline and Message Services," January 1989, London: HMSO.)
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SOS may block the reference to the MMC. The DTI may instruct the MMC not to consider such a

reference, thus blocking the DGT from getting its proposal enacted against the will of the company. In

that case, then, the status quo remains, and the DGT may have to offer BT a new proposal for its

consideration. The Telecommunications Act of 1984 specifies, though, that the SOS may make such

an instructfon only when such reference will be against the national defense.50 Such blocking of a

reference, then, can only be made under extreme circumstances. A false claim of national security

consideratons to block a reference, though, could still be done, but at the cost of some reputaton loss. 5

To understand the reason for this rule, the nature of references to the MMC has to be clarffied.

53. DGs can make narrow or wide references to the MMC. Narrow references deal cxclusively

with the issue of contenfton between the company and the DG. Wide references deal with all aspects

of the sector, including the organization of the company, the nature of competition, etc. Such reference

may be considered by the DnI to present serious rsks, and it may find it proper to block the reference.

Similarly, even a narrow reference that implies a too large change in the regulatory system may be

consbtuted to be against national security' Hf, for example, it could bankrupt the company. In any

event, moving a reference to the MMC under the widest terms would naturally recuire the agreement of

the DnI, although relatively minor references would not require such an agreement.

54. For the companies, then, a reference to the MMC may involve substantial risks. It will also

involve substantial costs. MMC references take approximately six months, and the need for senior

management attention is quite large. Furthermore, during that period the integrity of the company may

be at stake, raising its cost of capital.52 On the other hand, references to the MMC may also be costly

w Sea Telcommunications Act 1984, Part Il, 113,(5).

" This reputation loss could reflect the fact that the SOS may bo seen by many to have stretched its jurisdiction, croeting
uncertainty, then, on its performance on other policy issues.

See, Chairman's Speech, at British Telecom's Annual Shareholders' Meeting, 1992, cited In Vellanovski (1992, p.20).
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for the agency. Losing a MMC reference, as happened to Oftel with the Chatlines case, implies losinr,

some amount of reputation." Thus, both agencies and regulated companies, give substantial thought

to what the MMC would do. It Is then not so surprising that the MMC has received so few references

for regulatory issues during the last decade.5'

55. The 1984 Telecommunications Act provides no mechanism for the SOS to amend BTs license

against the wishes of the DGT. In principle, however, the SOS could initiate legislation In Parliament

with the purpose of revoking BT's license. Such an action, which would deviate drastically from

perceived norms of bahavior, not only could be challenged in court, but would create substantial

uncertainty conceming the role of contract law in the UK As a consequence, such action could be

conceivable only under extame circumstances.5 s Relative to the DGT, the DTI's powers are also

limited by its lack of a specialized bureaucracy which Oftel has developed.M5"7

I It is quits difficult for those used to the US adversarial system of regulation to get used to terms like losing face," 'one does
not do thos things,' which we quite common among UK public servants, regultors and executives. The UK administative
system is mor. based on personal relations, informal contacts, and implicit agreements than the US system which p'ohlbits-
through the APA's and states rules about ox-part. communication- substantive but informal contacts among commissioners,
between commissioners and staff members, and between commissioners and representatives of regulated companies.

54 The only industry In which the MMC Is quits active Is In the regulaion of airports. Since the Civil Aviation Authority Is the
regulator of airports, but it is also a provider of services (e.g. air traffic control), the enabling legislation (Airports Act 1986)
requires that amendments to airports' licenses be approved by the MMC. Furthermore, the MMC also reviews airport operators
behavior generally In designated airports and may make recommendations on license modifications. See Centre for the Study of
Regulated Indusries, (nd). In feat, apart from the CAA related work, and the Chatlines case, the MMC has yet to receive a
regulatory reference. The MMC, though, also reviews mergers in regulated induxtries (since the privatzatlon of water utilits,
there have been several wader merger cass and BTs merger with Mitol). See MMC reports and Veqanovski (1992).

" Such drcumstancs could fit, for example, an attempt to renationalize all utlities without proper compensation, by firat
drasticaly limitng their profitablUty. Here, though, the fact that ownership of the utilites Is so widespread may restrain such a
policy. Compnsdaion, on the other hand, may be too expensive to be undertaken. Thus, we would not consider such move a In
tha roeim of possiblies, athough the 1964 Labour Party's platform considered the rentinalization of al uUiltis privatzed by tho
Conservative governments, but "without speculative gains."

" Oel is an administration with a staff of currently about 140. While small compared to the U.S. Federal Communicatins
Commisson staff of 1,747 In 1991 (according to Warre and Us 1992), this Is still not tiny. Of the 140 staff members, price-cap
rogulation (without monitoring quality performance) on average only occupies about 1-2 persons on a full-time equivalent basis
(Cave, 1991, p.4014 1).

'7 The 01n Is hi char of intemational treaties affecting tolecommunications (e.g., Intob"t) and In deaings with foreign
govemments (except for Issues of accounting and setement rates which are within the DGrs responsibility). In additin to it
domestic reguaion the UK telcommunications industry is sublet to European Community rules and directis, something that
has strong influence on the ability to exclude foreign competition and on standard setting for new servics (e.g., PCN).
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56. The above discussion of process and of the nature of delegation suggests that the current

discretionary powers of the DGT are subject to substantial constraints.5a To understand how the

current system works, though, a model of the UK regulatory process is required. We developed such

model elsewhere (see Spiller and Vogelsang 1992). Here, though, we provide the highlights of that

model, and some of Its Implications for the stability of the system to political changes.

I Another constraint fadng the DGT is the availability of information. While the DGT is entitled to all the information needed for
determinhig BTs costs and for determining BTs compliance with the RPI-X formula. Oftel does not automatialty receive tha
information from ST. Furthermore, Oftel cannot publish this information without BT's consent. The DGT has very limited powes
to penalize an operator for breach of license There is no provision in the Tolecommunications Act of 1984 for damage paymest
in case of breach. Since revoking the license is unrealistic, the DGrs powers appoar to be restricted to coae-and-desist order
and to embarrasing ST in public for noncompkncs.
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MMC Do DTI BT
l I ~~DITo0 DT1w0 T 

,,,D., ti Utility Functron

MMC: Ideal point of the Monopolies and Mergers ommission
DTI: Ideal Point of the SOS of Trade and Indusby

DO: Ideal point of Ofters Director General
BT: Ideal POint of Brtish Telecom

xo Current prico
T: Cost of Blocking a MMC Neforence on National Security Reasons

DTI DTl's indifference point w.r.t. xo

DTI) Dll's indifference point w.r.t. x when it has to block a MMC reference

Dimension Represents Average Prices or Rate of Return

Figure 2
A Possible Preference Representation

c.iii. Implications for Performance of the License Amendment Process

57. The above discussion of the process to amend the license suggests that, while the DGT has

the power to propose license amendments at any time, he is restrained on what It can offer by several

factors. First, the initial status quo, xo in Figure 1, determines how much each of the players in the

regulatory game wants to change the regulatory policy, and in which direction such change should go.

The initial status quo can be represented as the initial price level, or the initial rate of return of the

company. Thus, unless the company's prices are at the monopoly level, the company would like to

have its average prices, and its rate of return, increased. Now, for the regulator to get the compa.iy to

agree to a lower price level or rate of return, it has to be the case that a reference to the MMC would

not be blocked by the DTI on grounds of national security and. i the reference is ticade, that the MMC
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would support it Thus, given the initial status quo, any feasible proposal by the DGT that makes BT

worse off has to be preferred by both the MMC and the DTI.

58. Consider for the moment, as Figure 2 does, that the preferences of BT, the DTI, the DGT anJ

the MMC can be represented in a single dimension. Call this dimension BTs average price level or its

rate of retum. Figure 2 presents our view of the preferences of each of the four players upon

privatizatlon. The situation upon privatizatlon can be depicted as follows: the price level, x0, was

Initially left untouched at a relatively high level (see Figures Al and A2), as the result of a bargain

between BT and the DMi. Thus, x0 should be in between the ideal points of the DTi and BT.' The

MMC under the conservative govemments of the 1980s and 1990s has been quite free-market

oriented. Thus, its most desired late of return for BT would be close to competUive levels. The DGT,

on the other hand, while showing to be quite a free market person as well,' had BT's financial health

as one of his own legal concerns. Thus, it is possible that the DGT preferred to see a relatively higher

re.a- of return for BT than the MMC. Figure 2 depicts the scenario described in this paragraph.

59. Figure 2 suggests, then, that the initial price level or rate of return was not an equilibrium. To

see this, observe that the DnI, the DGT and the MMC all would prefer a lower average price. Thus, the

DGT should be able to find a lower price that the DTI and the MMC would support. Facing such case,

BT would also go along with the DGT. How low such price and rate of return would be, though,

depends on the exact parameters of teie model. First, the DGT would not make a proposal that will

U See Spiler and Voglsang (1992) for the complete view of the model Here it suffices to say that each player I assumed to
have a most preerred poicy point, and that Its utility level declines as the policy outcomes deviate from its Ideal policy poirt (Idel
point, for short),

° Seral reguldory moves by Sir Bryan provided him high marks as a champion of competition. For example, he was
Instrumental In shaping the initilly favorable interconnection agreement for Mercury with ST. He also brought action before the
MMC against ST In is merger with MITEL. Vickwrs and Yarrow (1988, p.236) say Oftels powers are limited by earlier
Government decisions ..., but Oftel ha chosen to pursue the pro-competitive objective with considerable vigor. The prefer s
of the DGT obviously reside i his personality and background, and those were certainly important in his selection. But
personality and preferences cannt expialn all the DGrs choices, as these are constrained by both his rights and duties
dipulated In the Tlboommunications Act of 1984, as well as the preferences and feasible actions of the other interested peitle
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bring prices below its own ideal point represented by DG In Figure 2. Thus, at most, we know that the

DGTrs proposal would brng prices down to DG. Whether a proposal that brings prices directly to DG is

feasible depends on how much it would cost the DTI to block a reference to the MMC. If it would cost

the Dni a lot to claim national security considerations In blocking a reference, then the DGT may

actually not feel threatened by such potential block, and thus, may be able to propose to BT its own

ideal average price level. On the other hand, if the loss of reputation to the DTI from blocking a

reference is not too high, the DGT would have to take the DTi's preferences into account.

60. Figure 2 presents two cases. One, when it costs nothing to the DTI to block a reference to thw

MMC. Thus, the DTi will be indifferent between the initial status quo xo and a point to the left of its

ideal point, call that policy point DT,,. If that is the case, then, the DGT can only propose policies that

lower prices to DTI,,. The Figure also presents a case where it costs T to block a reference to the

MMC. In this case, the DTi is indifferent between x0 and a policy point to the left of Its ideal point, call

that point DTIT . Now, if DTIT is to the right of DG, then the DGT will not be able to Implement Its

desired policy, while if it Is to the left, then the Dni cannot block any policy desired by the DGT.

Whatever the case may be, though, Hf the initial configuration is as depicted in Figure 2, then, the model

suggests that the initial price level would be adjusted downward, towards the DGTs most desired price

level. How fast prices drop, though, would depend on the exact preference configuration.

61. Given the current preference configuration, we can confidently predict that equilibrium average

prices will be somewhere in between the ideal points of the DGT and BT. If, for some reason, prices

fall below those most preferred by the DGT, the DGT would then propose a license amendment to

increase prices closer to its own ideal point. The DTI will support the agreement between BT and the

DGT. The MMC, which could have blocked it if prices were strictly in between the ideal points of the

MMC and DGT, will then not be asked to participate in the amendment process.
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62. Consider, now an electoral outcome that changes the government towards a political party less

supportive of private telecommunications deveic. ment. Such electoral change would translate, fit3t and

foremost, in the DnI moving to the left of the MMC, Since, the MMC and the DOT were initially

appointed by the previous government, their preferences can be assumed to remain stable through the

flrst years of the new govemment. Assume, furthermore, that the inital price was higher than the most

preferred by the DGT. The DTI would always support a reference to the MMC. As a consequence, the

DGT could bring prices closer to Its own Ideal point.

63. Assume, on the other hand, that prices 'el! to levels below those most desired by the DGT, and

are in between the ideal points of the MMC and the DGT. The DGT and BT would agree on a license

amendment that would bring prices up. This amendment, though, will be blocked by the DTn, by

making a reference to the MMC, who will declare such an agreement against the public interest. Thus,

even though a new govemment may not appoint a new DGT or MMC, i, because of a recession or

some other unexpected event, prices fall too much, the DGT may not be able to bring profitability levels

up again as in the case when the DTli's preferences were closer to BTs.

64. The game, however, is not over, as BTs price cap has a sunset provision. Thus, if a new price

cap is not agreed upon prior to its expiration as specified in the license, then BT may price at will.

Such action will bring prices up and will then force the DGT to propose R license amendment to bring

prices down to its most desired level. Such an action would be supported by both the DTI and the

MMC.

65. To bring prices below those desired by the DGT and the MMC, the govemment would have to

replace the DGT and change the composition of the MMC. Since both the DGT and the commissioners

cannot be replaced at will, but are appointed for terms, it is quite possible that the new government

would not be able to pack the MMC and to change the DGT before new elections take place, at which
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time the government itself may be out of office. Overtime, though, if a strong statist oriented

government remains in place, both the DGT and the MMC could be replaced with properly selected

individuals, reducing the commitment towards profitable private undertakings.

66. To summarize, the regulatory system based on a licensing scheme plays a role in providing

commitment. Ucensing provides some amount of safety for two reasons: First, since major regulatory

issues were initially specified in the license, i the government wants to undertake a major regulatory

change it either has to get the approval of the company or go through a very precise and well

stipulated set of steps, requiring approval of several players. While it is feasible that a government

could strategically change the rules under which license amendments are undertaken,"' such an action

would deviate from the tradiUonal norms of govemment."2 Observe, however, that for a license

arrangement to serve as an institutional safeguard, it has to substantially limit regulatory discretion. As

we discuss below, this is precisely how BTs license was designed. A license that does not restrain

regulatory discretion would not serve as a safeguard.

67. A second reason why the current regulatory process limits discretion is based on the fact that

the equilibrium to the regulatory game specified on the license amendment process, may not change

drastically following large, but short term, changes in government. Its ability to prevent changes

following long term and drastic government ideology changes, however, is very limited. Thus, the

license amendment process, while providing enough flexibility to adjust regulatory policy to unforeseen

technological and economic changes, may open up the possibility for regulatory opportunism. To

restrain it, other safeguards had to be developed.

" For example, Parliament could pass a law specifying that rather than the MMC, the SOS or one of DTI's employees, should
review license amendrnents.

x Historically the responsibility over granting licenses to electricity companies moved from the Board of Trade, to the Electriciy
Commissioneors, to the Secretary of Transport. We did not find any evidence in the literature that such changes were undertaken
strategically so as to undermine the companies' performance. On the other hand, before the nationalization of the electricity
companies, the licenses did not stipulate an amendment procedure. The Board of Trade and its suCoessors were in charge of
licensing and of setting prices. See Spiller and Vogelsang (1993).
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68. Whether the flexibility provided by the license amendment provisions of the 1984

Telecommunications Act could eventually become the key to opportunistic behavior by the regulators,

though, depends to some extent on the courts, on the power of the ownership structure of BT as a

safeguarding institution, and on the public and political perception about the role of the govemment in

the productive sector of the economy. Concerning the latter, it is interesting to see that public opinion

polls conceming privatization have tracked a drastic shift from pro- to against nationalization in 1975.

For example, while in the Summer of 1973 30% of those interviewed by MORI favored more

nationalization, 27% favored de-nationalization. By the Fall of 1976 37% favored de-nationalization

while only 20% favored more nationalizations. At the time of Brs privatization, MORI's polls showed

40% in favor of de-nationalization against 20% in favor of more nationalization.63 See Figure A4. Also,

the fact that large numbers of middle class citizens, as well as institutions like pension plans, own

shares in BT, and in all other privatized utilities, suggests that a strong constituency towards "properO

treatment of BT, and of the privatzed utilities, should have developed."

d. The Role of Price Cap as a Commitment Device

69, As mentioned above, the main vehicle for regulating BT is its license, which any public

telecommunicabons operator must now have. The license combines a description of the licensee's

rights and obligations with references to the 1984 Telecommunications Act on which the regulation is

based. BT holds a 25-year renewable license. In terms of structure, BT is allowed to engage in VANS,

cellular telephony, apparatus and equipment supply, as long as it keeps separate accounts that show it

does not cross-subsidize these activities from its telephone network service business. BT, however,

faces some restrictions, for example, in new mobile technologies (PCN) and in combining its own local

cable TV operation with its telephone network. In terms of conduct, the main competitive provisions in

" MORI stands for Market and Opinion Research International. See Newman (1986, p.4).

" During the summer of 1992 the British press was full of reports about the "obscene" profitability of the privatized utilities. The
regulators were not immune to such popular pressure. The Directors General of Telecommunications, Electricity, Water and Gas
all made statements about the need to bring the companies' profitability towards normal returns.
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BTs license include universal service, nondiscrmination, a prohibition to cross-subsidize specific

activities, such as its apparatus (CPE) business, a stipulation to purchase equipment by competitive

tender, and to interconnect with other PTOs.

70. The extent by which the regulator can intervene in the price setting and investment decisions of

the company is what determines the regulator's extent of discretion. BTs initial license, as well as

Mercury's for that matter, was very specific on who sets prices. Prices were to be set by BT subject to

Oftel's annual supervision so that they follow a particular price-cap rule. The price cap rule was very

simple. A basket of regulated prices was allowed to increase by RPI-X, with X set initially, by the SOS

of Dnl, to 3, where RPI stands for the Retail Price Index.a3 This pricing scheme was initially valid for

five years unless the license was amended previously. The basket of regulated services included local

and long distance rates, and covered slightly more than 50% of BTs total sales. It excluded among the

major outputs only international telephone services, private circuits and apparatus. BTs connection

charges were not part of the regulated basket either. Within the RPI-X constraint BT can change its

prices with 28 days notice. Since RPI-X regulation is part of BTs license, any renewal or change of

price regulation requires a change in BTs license. In the past there have been one 5-year and one 4-

m The idea of a price cap system for BT was developed by Professor Stephen Littlechild who In 1982 was commissioned by the
Department of Industry to report on two suggestons for regulating BT's prices, one being U.S. style rate-of-retum regulation (RoR)
and the other an lncentiwv scheme designed by Professor Alan Walters, then the economic advisor to Prime Minister Mrgaret
Thatcher. Walters output related profits levy' (ORPL) would simply be a tax that is inversely reladed to BTs output growth, and
there woul have been no further price regulation of BT's outputs. Nhile novel, the ORPL scheme appeared to have some
drawbacks both In theory and in its practical applicaion. A theoretical analysis of the ORPL Is found In the AppendtK to
LiKtechild's 1983 report See LtklechlNd (1983) and Glalxter (1987). UtUechild reected both ORPL and RoR, the lItter on
theoretial grounds and on Its U.S. track record. Instead, in his 1983 report, he suggested what he called a *local tariff reduction
scheme". Under this scheme only peut of BTs goods and services would be subject to price reguaon. The schemo defined a
basket of regulated services whose prices on average would be allowed to grow at the rate of inflatIdon minus X%. Inflation was
expressed by the Retail Price Index (RPI), thus the name 'RPI-X". Within the regulated basket BT would be allowed to rebalance
its prices, as long as the RPI-X constraint would hold for the average, expressed as a chained Laspoyres price index The
regulatory scheme would be fixed for five years and then BT would either be deregulated or the scheme would be revisited by the
regulator. In additon to his regulatory scheme Littlechilo proposed a number of steps that would have opened up the
teieoommunications market to more conpetition. While the UK Government did not follow Uttiechild's extensIve suggestions on
competition policy, LiWechild's reguladory suggestion, with some modifications, became part of Srs license, Including Littlechild's
recommendation of X-3. The modifications concerned in particula the scope of regulated basket which was xtended to Include
BTs long-distance caling services. Littlechild suggested an RPI-3 for a local telephone service basket onty. Such scheme would
have been much tougher on ST than the RPI-3 that was actually implemented on an enlarged basket Unde, the Laspeyres price
index approach use by LUttiechild consumer in aggregate would ad the same time be better off by more than 3% per yer. See
Bradley and Price (1988) and Vogesng (1989).
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year period for RPI-X, and an agreement on a further 4-year period, starting in 1993, has been reache

by the DGT and BT in 1992.

71. The inclusion of long-distance services in the basket actually increased BTs ability to rebalance

its prices because now reducffons in long-distance rates could be offset against increases in other

rates. Paradoxically, regulating additional services under price caps gave BT more rather than less

freedom. Since BT expected competton from Mercury mainly in long-distance services, this inclusion

appreciably increased BT's effective ability to compete. At the same ffme rebalancing allowed BT to

move toward subsidy-free and allocatively more efficient prices. In order to constrain the amount of

rebalancing, however, BT in 1984 agreed to limit increases in exchange line rentals to RPI+2.08

72. Thus, BTs initial license provided the regulator with very limited discretion in relation to price

settng. Any attempt to force BT to lower prices can only be done through fostering competiton or

through changing BTs license which, as we discussed above, requires to pass several insttutional

hurdles. DGTs ability to foster competition, furthermore, was initially limited by the 1983 Duopoly

Policy which 3.t.cted fixed link competition to Mercury and BT until 1991. After that period, a review

of the Duopoly Policy was to be undertaken by the DTI, with participation of the DGT. The license

providod the DGT, though, with slightly more flexibility on quality supervision, but the 1984 Act did not

grant the DGT the ability to impose penalties. Thus, the choice of price cap as the regulatory

mechanism substantially constrained the ability of the regulator to dictate BT's prices, thus triggering

the regulator's attenton towards other aspects of telecommunications, like quality and competitlon.

" Initially, after privatization BTs private circuit rentals remained unregulated. BT used this pricing freedom for steep increases.
For a long time private circuit lease had been noncompensatory, because, in the 1 970s, private circuits had been kept down In
cornunction with general prioe controls by the then Labour Govemment. The argument ad that time had been thad costs for
industries that were themselvee price-controlled could and should be held down by not increaing price of publily provided
Inputs. After 1983 prio increases for private circuits were moving BT towards compensatory rates but their steepnes triggered
polit;cal pressure from consumers on the regulator. In response to these pressures, in 1989, a separate price-p basket for
private circuits was formed with an RPI-0 constraint. Accordingly, private circuit rates on averoge could only go up with inflation,
and rbalancirng could only occur wihin the basket of private crcuits.
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V. Commitment, Regulation and Performance Since Privatizatlon

a. Major Regulatory Changes Since Bss Privatization

73. We discussed above how BTs initial price level (and consequent rate of return) upon

privatizabon was relatively high, and that it was reasonable to presume that it could not be an

equilibrium given the nature of the regulation game. In this secbon we discuss how the different license

amendments that occurred since privatzaton can be understood as adjusting BTs prices towards a

level that would reflect the politics of the day subject to the procedural constraints set up by the

regulatory system. The main inference that can be taken from this secton is that indeed the regulatory

process followed quite closely what could have been expected from the simple model of regulation

described above.

74. As discussed above, important regulatory changes have to involve modHfications to BTs

license. So far, there have been four license modHficabons, all done through an agreement between

the DGT and BT. Two of these license modifications were required because of the sunset provision in

BTrs license conceming price cap regulation, and they came at their regular times (1989 and 1993). A

third license modificabon was also required because of the expirabon of the Duopoly Policy insttuted at

the end of 1983 (1990/91). While this regulatory change had to deal, in principle, only with the extent

of network entry, the regulator used the need to negotiate a new license to require changes in the price

cap. The fourth license modificabon involved restrictions on the sale of Chatlines. We will not discuss

this issue here. Box 3 provides a summary of the major regulatory changes since BTs privatization.

75. We discuss below each of the three license modificatons that involved substantive changes in

regulatory policy, in particular, price setting and competibon policies. In terms of a large number of

indicators between 1984 and 1993 regulation has grown in scope and stringency:

- The adjustment factor 'X! in the price-cap formula has increased in several steps;

- New revenue items have been added to price regulabon;
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BOX 3

Major Regulatory Changes Since BT's Prlvatization

First Price Cap Renewal: 1988-1989

Reguladory Issues:

Prie restructuring since 1985
Quaty problems patrculaly during 1987
Lwrge price nerases In private drcuits
aes high rats of return
Interconnecton with Mercury

Regulatory Outcome.:

Increase from RPI-3 to RPI14.5
Extension of RPI+2
Price cap for private circuits (RPI-0)
Quality guarantees and Quality monitoring
Interconnecton agreement by regulatory iritervention

The Duooolv Review: 1990/91

Regulatory issues:

Duopoly review
Srs contuing high rate of return
BTs continuing high market share
Government sale of BT shares November 1991

Regulatory outcomes:

Uberalized entry (oxcept for international)
New interconnection agreement for Mercury
Indusion of international calls under price caps
Increase from RPI.4.5 to RPI-6.25
BT allowed volume discounts
Possibility for future access defict contribulions

Second Price Cap Renewal: 1992-

Regulaory issues:

sTs cortinuing high rate of return
Mercury's high rate of return
Further rate rebalancing by BT
Further government sale of BT shares planned

Regulatory Outcomes

Increase from RPI-6.25 to RPI*7.5
Restrictions on rebalai ting
B T accounting separation and currert cost accounUng

BT's ability to rebalance its rate structure has been severely curtailed;
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- Regulation has been extended to BTs quality of service;

- BTs connection charges with its competlitors have been subject to a number of regulatory

interferences, and

- OFTEL's personnel and budget have been growing steadily.

We argue, however, that these changes occurred In a very consistent manner that could have largely

be foreseen shortly after BTs privatization. Rather than interpreting them as an unexpected change in

the nature of Brs regulation, we see them as regulatory adaptation towards a new equilibrium more

adjusted to the polibcal realities of the UK

a.i. The First Price Cap Renewal: 1988-1989.

76. Among the major initial endowments of the regulator was the RPI-3 formula for price regulation

of about 50% of BTs outputs in value terms. Prices for the other 50% of BTs outputs remained

nominally subject to competition only. Privatization started with an immediate price Increase for the

capped services of 2% in November 1984. This average increase looks minor and represents an

average real price decrease for the regulated basket of 3.1% which is slightly larger than the regulatory

requirement of RPI-3. The average nominal change, however, was the result of a combinabon of 7%

increases for exchange line rentals, off-peak calls in general and local and short long-distance calls with

a decrease of about 12% for peak and standard national long-distance calls. This price restructuring,

which could have been expected given the initial extent of cross-subsidizabon, came as an unwelcome

surprise to the British public in that the average telephone customer actually faced average telephone

rate increases well above RPI-3.

77. BT's increasing profitability after privatzabon indicates some ease with which BT was able to

cope with RPI-3. It is thus understandable that the DGT, in his December 1985 report on BTs pricing,

raised the issue of BT's rate of return.6' In particular he said, "I shall consider the need to propose a

I See, Oftel, Brhish Telecom Price Changes November 1985, statemenrt issued by the DGT, 16 December 1985, p.2.
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license amendment if Brs rate of return shows a further significant increase or if rebalaincing is carried

beyond the point justified on economic grounds.' To a large extent, all he did later oii is already hinted

at in this early document. He furthermore says that he does not yet want to revisit X=3 because it has

been "so recently established and approved by Parliament."

78. Differing from the regulation of the water industry, the regulator in telecommunications is not

bound by any specific rate-of-return considerations. Sir Bryan Carsberg made It clear in his 1986

report that, under RPI-X, BT may eam more than its cost of capital. The same principle has been

upheld in the 1988 and 1992 reviews of the price-cap regime. Nevertheless, over time BTs achieved

and prospective rates of retrum have played an increasing role in the determination of 'X' and the scope

of price caps. Also, Sir Bryan maintained in the 1986 report that he felt free to change BTs license at

any time (that is, before the sunset provision of the current formula takes its due course) nf Brs rate of

return becomes excessive. Being somewhat constrained by RPI-X in his activity as a regulator, Sir

Bryan initially concentrated on other issues, in particular BTs competitive moves and quality

performance.

79. In 1987 BT experienced some quality problems, which raised the possibility that BT was trying

to avoid the stringency of price cap regulation by reducing its quality level. This claim, however, seems

wrong given that from the beginning of RPI-X regulation BT did not fully exhaust its legal potential for

price increases, and that during 1986/1987 it experienced various labor disputes and strikes.

Nevertheless, BT1s quality performance gave rise to enough bad publicity that, perhaps so as to regain

goodwill, BT agreed to a price moratorium from 1987 to 1989. It also gave Sir Bryan an opportunity to

prove his regulatory and negobating skills in that he made BT agree to contractual guarantees on the

speed of fault repairs. In case of delays BT agreed to pay penalties to the affected customers. In

addition, BT was made to resume detailed reporting on its quality of service, and Oftel initiated its own

See, Oftel, Review of British Telecom's Taruff Changes, November 1986, a report issued by the DGT, November 1986.
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quality observation and reporting.

80. Since the RPI-X provision In BTs license was to expire in 1989, Oftel began its price regulation

review in January 1988 with the publication of a consultative document, inviting comments on all

aspects of the future regulatory regime. There was an overwhelming support for an extension of the

general RPI-X regime with some variation on issues such as the basis for setting 'X'. At the same

time the DGT started discussions with BT on the calculation of BTs rate of return, its productvity

performance, its future investment and employment plans. In the process Oftel developed a

quantitative model of BT and, in particular, of a hypothetcal "regulated company" within BT (Cave,

1991, p.28). With this model Oftel simulated the effects of regulatory changes under different

scenarios. The assumptions for the model and for the different scenarios were clarified with BT. After

having decided on a basic set of assumptions and finding out their impact on BTs profits, capital

employed and other variables, the DGT proposed an 'X' of 4.5% for essentaiiy the same main basket

for the next four years starting in 1989.7° BT was allowed to carry forward unused price increase

potentials within the 4-year period, but not beyond. The RPI+2 rule on telephone rentals was contnued

and extended to include business rentals, and exchange line connecton charges were subjected to

RPI+2 outside the basket. Finally, BT committed itself to the introduction of low-user discounts.7" The

tghtening of 'X' from 3% to 4.5% came as no surprise given that BTs profitability had substantially

improved since privatzation (see Figure A5) and that the DGT had decided against a one-time

adjustment of prices at the beginning of the new price-cap period.72 On the other hand, in real terms

Bis price moratorinlm from 1987 to 1989 came close to such a one-time adjustment. By not increasing

" See, Oftel Working Paper No. 3, "Responses to OFTEL's Consultative Document on the Future Regulation ot British Telecom's
Prices," September 1988.

70 The basket was only slightly extended as operator assisted UK calls were included in the basket.

" For all these changes see 'The Control of British Telecom's Prices", a statement issued by the Director General of
Te!ecommunications. Oftel, July 7, 1988.

72 The majority of responses to Oftel's Consullative Document (OFTEL, op.cit., September 1988, p.4) had suggested a
continuation of RPI-3.
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its regulated prices at all BT realized RPI-4.4 In November 1987 and RPI-5.9 in November 1988.73 In

his first four years through the first price-cap review Sir Bryan established himself as a consumer and

competition advocate without hurting BTs profitability.

a.ii. The Duopoly Review: 1990-1991.

81. Over the 7-year duopoly period (1984-1991) BT had become a more formidable competitor

mainly In two respects. It had Invested heavily In a modernized and expanded network and It had

restructured its prices. On account of its pricing policy and its large share in residential customers (who

predominantly call off-peak) BT also has much better load characteristics than Mercury. On the other

hand BT had not fully realized Its rationalization potential and was probably still cross-subsidizing

switched customer access and analogue private circuits. At the same time Mercury had made heavy

inroads in BTs business with large business customers, in international telecommunication and digital

private circuits. By the time of the Duopoly Review Mercury was actually starting to gain new small

business and residential customers in appreciable numbers. It was clear for the first time that Mercury

was realistically aiming for more than just a market niche. BT had been trying to respond to Mercury's

success with big business customers by offering quantity discounts but had been prevented from doing

so by Oftel.

82. The duopoly policy had been successful in spurring Mercury's investment and inducing Mercury

to go for a large part of the telecommunications market. At the end of the seven years the duopoly

review was opened with a Government Green Paper ComDetition and Choice: Telecommunications

Policy for the 1990s (November 1990). The paper suggested a policy of open entry for any qualified

new competitors and of heavy restrictions on competitive moves by BT and some minor restrictions on

Mercury. After extensive responses by BT, Mercury and others to the Green Paper the Government

published a March 1991 White Paper (under the same title as the Green Paper), and ultimately, on

n3 See Meek (1988), cited in Johnson (1989).
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September 23, 1991, BTs license was amended by the DGT.

83. The main outcome in terms of duopoly policy was further liberalization of the UK

telecommunicatfons market The Government made clear that it would encourage new operators'

licenses for fixed line services, provided they involve no extensive digging up of streets and no foreign

ownership from countries with closed telecommunications markets. In the international market, however,

facilities-based competition will continue to be between BT and Mercury only. Only Intematonal resale

and private satellite links will be permitted for others. As a result of the Duopoly Review, BT and

Mercury were also prevented from transmitting TV signals for another ten years and from operating

radio-based networks on their own.

84. The regulatory framework leaves interconnection issues primarily io private negotiations

between the parties Involved. The DGT only comes in when such negotiations fail. Interconnection

with other operators has become a large business for BT with receipts of about £500 mill-on in 1992

(and with Mercury being BT's largest overall customer). Mercury in particular was feeling the effect of

squeezing from increases in Brs interconnection rates relative to its retail prices. Consequently, the

largest part of BTs license change in September 1991 dealt with interconnection. The DGT (Oftel 1991

Annual Report, p.3) makes it clear that Mercury has been receiving entry assistance in the form of

favorable prices of interconnection and that this entry assistance has declined over time. On the other

hand, Mercury is suffering from lack of equal access and from the r.umbering system which does not

allow a former BT subscriber to switch to Mercury without changing the telephone number.

Consequently, new subscribers of Mercury usually stay with BT for their incoming calls.

85. As Martin Cave (1991, p.8) points out, "because new entrants typically rely on interconnection

with the dominant firm, at prices usually determined by the regulator, entry changes the nature of

regulation rather than eliminating the need for it." Interconnection charges have become known as
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4table rates". After their initial determination by Oftel in 1985 these table rates followed an RPI-3

formula until 1990. By that time BTs output prices in real terms had, for four years in a row, decreased

at a much faster rate than RPI-3. Mercury's connection rates were thus being squeezed. At that time,

then, a retroactive reduction was enforced for 1990/91 (making 1991 RPI-9), and a new (unpublished)

adjustment formula implemented for the future.

86. Somewhat surprisingly, the outcome of the Duopoly Review also included changes In BTs price

cap regulaffon. These changes, however, can be linked to the competitive intent of the duopoly review.

Price-cap related changes included a more generous RPI+5 for most business rentals, low-user rebates

and the possibility to !ntroduce volume discounts for bulk users. provided BT adheres to RPI-0 for the

median residential bill. RPI+5 for multiline business rentals and volume discounts for bulk users would

make BT more competitive in the market for big business which was starting to be monopolized by

Mercury. Low-user rebates would establish lifeline rates for customers that wouid not benefit from

competitive price restructuring.

87. As the most visible pricing result of the Duopoly Review international services were also

included in BTs price cap, with 'X' increased from 4.5% to 6.25% and an immediate reduction in

international rates by 10%. One can see the inclusion of international services under regulation as the

trade-off for the exclusion of international services from facilities-based entry by firms outside the BT-

Mercury duopoly. The new RPI-6.25 was foreshadowed by an advice given by the DGT to the SOS on

October 1, 1990, Othat he saw the need, exceptionally, for a mid-term addition to price controls, to bring

international call charges under control."'? International call prices supposedly had been checked by

competition. However, BT profit contributions from int-rnational calls had increased sharply since 1988,

and Mercury had established itself as a viable company. While in October 1990 Sir Bryan had been

74 See, The Regulation of BTs Prices A Consulative Document issued by the Director General of Telecommunications, Oftel,
January 1992, p.6; see also Internationai Services," OFTEL NEWS Issue No. 16, October 1990, p.1.
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seeking a separate basket for international services, he now made them part of the main basket. This

clearly had to be in BTs interest because it allowed more flexibility in price rebalancing.

88. As a result of the duopoly review BT's and Mercury's share prices went up relative to the

market. Thus, the review helped the Governments intention to sell further BT shares. Mercury

announced an increased investment program, thus scaring off potential entrants. Clearly, the duopoly

review has opened up the market, but It remains doubtful, whether more than token and niche entry Is

imminent. As of July 1992, however, 36 license applications were received, 10 licenses were issues,

and 24 cable TV systems are now entitled to offer telephony (Cave 1992).

a.iii. The Second (Official) Price Cap Review: 1992

89. In January 1992 the third round of BTs price regulation opened with two consultative

documents by the DGT, one on price regulabon and the other on BTs cost of capital. There were

many responses to these documents, the most important of which appear to be those by BT and

Mercury. The general consensus was that price caps should be continued at least for another four to

five years and that the basic RPI-X approach should be kept intact. There was some disagreement on

the issue of whether a separate constraint on the median residential bill should be formally imposed.75

Mercury argued instead for a local service constraint of RPI-2, nested in the general RPI-X, and for a

nested constraint on analogue circuits in the private circuit basket.

90. After the round of responses and after having submitted its own views, BT expected to be

consulted on the DGTs proposal for the new price caps.76 Instead, the DGT informed BT's

management of his new price-cap decision only the night before he was going to announce it to a

W Wflhout being part of BTs license an RPI-0 constrdnt on the median residential bill had boen operative since 1989.

B rTs response to the Consultative Document contained the statement it Is,., expected that further discussions with Oftel will
take place covering the detail of BT's proposals and their financial impact. See British Telecommunications pic, Pricina for
choice, London, March 20, 1992, p.3.
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press conference on June 2, 1992. The DGT made it clear that, in case BT would not agree to the

DGT's proposed license amendments, he would make an MMC reference under very w;,.e terms which,

according to BT, could have included the possibility of splitting up BT into several companies. It seems

that BT was taken by surprise by this move of Sir Bryan Carsberg less than two weeks before leaving

Oftel and becoming the DG of Fair Trading. The decision left BT with only two possibilities: either to

accept or to refer the decision to the MMC. Two factors appear to have been decisive for Carsberg to

go forward with a proposal without consulting ST any further. One was to demonstrate the sovereignty

of a regulator who does not negotate with the regulated flrm.'7 The other was the time factor. Due to

the sunset nature of the RPI-X provision in BTs license, the DGT has to get the amendment through

before the expiration of the price cap provision of BTs license. Otherwise BT could start setting its

prices at will. Carsberg wanted to leave enough time for the option of a reference to the MMC. A case

before the MMC takes six or more months, and the DGT wanted to avoid that the MMC decision comes

at a lime when the pricing clause in BTs current license is about to expire.

91. In terms of contents, the DG1s decision stays within the past RPI-X concept. However, price

regulation becomes substantially more stringent on BT and expands in scope. For the general basket

'X' increases to 7.5%. The stringency of this has been additionally increased by not giving credit to BT

for additional volume discounts to large users and by including connection charges in the basket.

Rebalancing within the general basket is further restricted by an RPI-0 constraint on all other services

in the basket. The low-user tariff is extend-a( -' 240 units per quarter from 120 units. For the private

circuit basket 'X' stays at 0%, and only verb ... .... ted rebalancing is allowed. BT was part 'ularly upset

I While Besley and LIttkchild (1989) suggest that agreements we reached in negotiations between the DGT and the licensee,
Sir Bryan Cusberg has maintained that there have been no negotiations with BT, only exchanges of lnfor'nation. When in 1988
the second round of price caps was licensed, the DGT only received BT officials for 'clarification'. In such circumstances the
DGT would proserit his findings to ST. 'Unless they reveal new information, they are then troe to accept tho findings, or face the
prospect that the cae will be referred to the MMC. Newbory's recording of a meeting with Sir Bryan Carsberg on October 29,
1991. Sir Bryan's shortcut in announcng his decision in June 1992 was no change in procedure. The steps of coming out wlth a
consufatfve document first and having interested parties respond was followed as before. Sir Bryan's experience with closed
door negotiations with ST. however, was not a happy one. During the Duopoly Review, such negotiations led ~he DGT fo make
public a set of poicy recommendation. Mercury Immediately raised accusations about the process, and particularly, sout the fact
thit it had not been consuted on key issues, forcing the DGT to revise the originaily proposed licenso changes.
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by the DGTs insistence on new accounting rules for BT, based on current costs and with separations

for BTs different activities (as they aiready exist for the water industry).78 Nevertheless, after

substantially more than the two weeks of deliberabon originally granted by the DGT, BT decided not to

contest the DG recommendation for a license amendment

92. BTs favorable decision has to be seen in the context of the DGTs threat to use the MMC. So

far, only two telecommunications cases have come before the MMC: MITEL and Chatlines. There also

have been cases in other newly regulated industries (e.g., the case of the price of industrial gas).

Furthermore, the MMC is part of the regular procedure for license changes for the Civil Aviation

Authority (CAA), which has no other outside regulator. Bringing a case before the MMC Is a credible

threat by the DGT becau se information about BT is revealed, precious executive time is taken up by

the case, Brs license conditon becomes uncertain for a while, BTs share price is affected by the

uncertainty of the outcome, and the outcome may be catastrophic (The MMC may find that BT has to

be divested into several companies.). The result of the MITEL case obviously scares BT from letting

the DGT make a reference to the MMC.'7

93. Of particula' relevance for BT may have been the MMC Report on Gas (Cm 500, 1988,

paragraph 8.25, as cited by Cave, 1991, p.16) which expressed the view that British Gas's profits (in

1987/88, a rate of return of 19.1% in historic cost accounts and 6.1% in current cost accounts) were

"very substantial for a company in its position". The MMC also found evidence of price discrimination in

industrial gas prices, refusal to supply and failure to provide adequate information on charges for

common carriage. The MMC recommended nothing drastc but, among others, a prohibition of refusal

to supply and an obligation to publish price information. The MMC, however, threatened the possibility

' Personal interviews with BT representatives, London, July 1992.

n In 1985 BT wanted to acquire 51% if MITIL, a Canadian manufacturer of PBX equipmerit. This was re'erred to the MMC
which, in January 1986, approved the acquisiton, subjed to conditions along lines suggested by the DGT. These conditions
induded a prohibition on BT to purchase and deal with apparatus from MITEL at least until 1990. The DT1, in its further approval,
weakened this restriction and allowed MIIEL to maintain its 1985 market position with BT.
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of structural change in the gas industry if the current remedies had failed to improve the situation within

the next five years. Because of this and the Mitel case, BT should have been particularly reluctant to

take on the MMC, while after the Chatline case the DGT should have been cautioned in the 1992 price

cap round. The latter, however, did not happen.

b. A Unified View of the Regulatory Changes After Privatization.

94. The British regu.atory policy in telecommunications is constantly moving. Although the RPI-X

formula calls for fairly long periods of passive rather than substantive price regulation, the practice has

brought interference in pricing formulas, composition of baskets and early preparations for new rounds

of RPI-X inside the longer periods. Also, additional issues of quality control and competitive access

have kept the regulatory process moving. Nevertheless, Beesley and Laidlaw (1992) view the current

situation as quite stable compared to a decade ago. According to these authors, during the last decade

'there has been a fundamental change in the regulatory process. In 1981, regulation was exercised by

D il and BT, with few other commercial interests that needed to be taken into account. This very

informality allowed Ministers to take radical decisions to change the structure of the sector. Now, a

complex regulatory framework of rules and institutions is in place, and a multiplicity of interests has to

be balanced. As the Duopoly Review has shown, the regulatory process can best be characterized as

successive rounds of negotiation in which the regulatory authorities have sought to accommodate the

express demands of incumbents, potential investors and consumers. This inevitably constrains

radicalism."

95. While Beesley and Laidlaw see the last few years as creeping realism or a move toward a

more stable equilibrium, Veljanovski (1991 and 1992) interprets the regulatory record as a tendency

toward creeping over-regulation. Among the evidence for this view he cites BT1s Chairman, lain

Valance, saying at BT's 1992 shareholders' Annual Meeting 'Regrettably, the trend in regulation in the

UK - and not just telecommunications - appears to be towards greater intervention in management,
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without a clearly expressed vision or set of long-term objectives." (cited in Veljanovski, 1992, p.20).

96. To what extent is the assessment in the last paragraph bome out by the three episodes just

described surrounding regulatory changes after BT1s privatization? The main characteristic of episode I

is that Sir Bryan Carsberg faced and handled many real problems successfully. He needed BTs

cooperation for information and learning. On the other hand, he had to appear confrontational in order

to establish a reputation of non-capture and toughness.80 At the same time, Sir Bryan could put the

blame for rate restructuring on BT." He inherited RPI-3. Since BT had kept the price moratorium from

1987 on and was making good profits, the move to RPI-4.5 was fairly easy on BT, could have been

predicted with our model of section 11, and was a successful move for Sir Bryan.

97. In episode 11 there was no real problem except that the Duopoly Review had been preset by the

expiration of the seven-year duopoly period. By that time BT continued to show high and increasing

profits and competibon with Mercury appeared to be less than fierce (Mercury concentrated on large-

volume users and BT could not respond.). Carsberg could no longer say that he had inherited RPI-4.5.

At the same time there was no explicit need to increase 'X' midterm between prce cap reviews. A

plausible explanation, though, is that moving X to 6.25 was no tightening after all. BT benefited from

the larger basket that now included more competitive services and from the ability to grant volume

discounts. At the same time the DGT managed to look tough again and to do something about BTs

rising profits which received a lot of publicity in the British press. That BT was not hurt is also in line

with the increase in BTs share price after announcement of the results from the Duopoly Review.

98. In episode IlIl again there was no real regulatory problem, except for BT's high profitability. The

"O This toughness is not necessarily against BT's shaeholders' interest. Forcing BT to become more efficient simultaneously
makes BT more competitive.

1' In 1988 the FCC Chairman Patrick told one of the current authors that from conversations with Sir Bryan he had taken home
as a major advantage of price cap regulation that the political blame for changes in rate structures rests with the regulated firm.
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elections were over. Carsberg had secured a promotion to DG of Fair Trading. The decisive proposal

for the next four years was made by Sir Bryan right before leaving office at Oftel. In our interviews

there was absolutely no indication of any difference in opinion between Sir Bryan and his immediate

successor, Bill Wigglesworth.

99. Overall, the three episodes show a monotonic trend in the development of BTs prce

regulation. The process has become more public (no more negotiations bohind closed doors);

regulation has expanded (from about 55% of BTs revenues in 1985 to about 64%W in 1991); it has

moved more towards rate-of-retum regulation and has become more stringent In fact, the move from

RPI-3 to RPI-7.5 over a number of iterations is quite remarkable. From an optimistic perspective this

shows the success of price-cap regulation in helping improve BT's productivity while maintaining a

consistently high rate of return, even in the midst of a UK recession. From 1990 to 1992, BT was able

to reduce its work force by 30,000, and in fiscal 1993 alone by another 38,000. That clearly leaves

some room for regulatory stringency. From a more pessimistic perspective, however, the possibility of

overshooting opens up with a specter of declining profitability like in the mid 70s.

100. The RPI-X in the three episodes definitely looks like a ratchet effert. Carsberg's change in

position, though, could be interpreted as leaming from the evidence. Altematvely, he could

intentionally have held back in earlier rounds thus gaining leeway for later rounds. It also appears that

regulatory success is harder to achieve in successive rounds. The success in the previous round

becomes the yardstick for the next round. As BT had overcome its quality problems and Mercury had

its interconnection agreement, there was fairly little that Carsberg could do to prove his own success.

The 'X' became a focal point in the regulatory process. From a public-relations perspective, the

reguiator may have to increase 'X' in each successive round unless BTs profitability starts falling.

Carsberg has declared at least from 1988 onwards that he is against a one-time adjustment of the

U 73.5%, according to Beesley and Laidlaw (1992).
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prices in the basket to bring BTs rate ot return in line with its cost of capital. He favors to use the 'X'

factor for that. Thus, the move from RPI-3 to RPI-4.5 was motivated by the explicit desire to reduce

BTrs rate of return. Instead, the rate of return stayed high, even after its increase to 6.25. For 1993-97

Carsberg seems to have wanted to get BTs rate of return down to its cost of capital.83 At the same

time he cannot afford to endanger BTs ability to serve and invest. Thus, it is quite reasonable to

expect that, even without major political changes, a new price cap round may develop before 1997.

First, if BTs profitability fails to fall, the DGT will move to amend the license, using a reference to the

MMC as the threat. Second, if BTs profitability falls below its cost of capital, all parties (that is, the

DGT, BT and the DnI) would support a change in the X factor to bring BT's profitability up.

101. On the other hand, the new 7.5 factor may turn out to be too high only after a change of

govemment takes place. If a new govemment is against private ownership of utilities, it may want to

extend the 7.5 factor further on. It may face, though, the opposition of the MMC, and of the DGT if it

wasn't replaced by then. Furthermore, unless a new pricing provision is agreed upon by 1997, BT is

free to set prices at will. Thus, if 7.5 turns out to be an excessive factor, the new govemment may

nave to agree with BT on a new X factor that the MMC will support. Thus, unless the new government

wants to make the unusual move of changing the license amendment process strategically, the

licensing arrangement facing BT seems to assure its profitability at least for the next several years.

VI. Main Lessons from the UK Experience.

102. The regulation of UK Telecommunications suggests the importance of both 'exogenous" and

dendogenous institutions in providing commitment. On the one hand, given a sovereign parliament

with relatvely strong parties that alternate in power, commitment cannot be achieved only through

regulatory legislation as it has been shown to be relatively easy to change. On the other hand, the UK

I Even though rite of return is neither In the Act nor in tho license, Cwsberg initiated well before the 1992 round an enquiry into
Brs cost of capital. This was done in Oftels document 8Ts Cost of Capital issued in January 1992 lointly with the enquiry on
prloe caps.
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is endowed with a large set of formal and informal institutions that may contribute to provide

commitment. First and foremost, the existence of an independent judiciary with a strong tradition of

upholding both property rights and contracts allows for the use of licensing arrangements as ways of

enforcing regulatory bargains. For example, the use of license to specify the price-setting process and

the very precise amendment process bring into the regulatory process a clear threat of judicial action if

the regulator would deviate from the license or from its amendment process. Also, the existence of

informal but well understood limits of ministerial discretion help to make regulatory delegation another

source of commitment Similarly, the prior existence of the MMC simplified regulatory process as a well

established commission could be called upon to provide further veto points to regulatory discretion.

These are formal and informal institutions exogenous to the privatzation process. To a large extent,

the success of the UK case is the successful matching of regulatory design to the institutional

endowment Coupled with this match was the design of a diffused ownership structure that helped to

develop constituency support for private ownership of telecommunications, a regulatory system (price-

cap) that provided for gradual price reductions while at the same time limited regulatory discretion in

price setting, and the promotion of limited competition that helped to trigger also gradual price changes,

while creating further support for private ownership.

103. The chosen regulatory system has several weaknesses, both in its general design concept, and

in its details. A major weakness of the basic design of the regulatory framework is the fact that, in

principle, the government may be able to change unilaterally the license amendment process. Since

the license amendment process is specified in the 1984 Telecommunicatons Act, Parliament could

change the regulatory process through legislation. It is uncertain, though, to what extent the new

process would apply to already granted licenses, as those licenses precisely stipulate on which Act they

are based. A license amendment may be required to subject the company to the new procedural

requirements. This is not, though, a remote possibility, as conflict between say the MMC and the

government could trigger an act of parliament moving the MMC's responsibility for license amendments
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to some other, more amenable, agency. On the other hand, legislative changes against the company'

will would not be costless, as they would be seen as very clear attempts to change the rules of the

game in an opportunistic way.

104. To a large extent, then, the answer to the original puzzle presented in this paper may reside

with the nature of the instftutional environment in which regulabon takes place in the UK The fact that

the regulator cannot unilaterally make drastic regulatory changes, the fact that it may want to have the

agreement of the company (enshrined by the license), and that two other bodies may be called to

intervene (the MMC and the DTI), all these features reduce regulatory discretion by creating division of

powers in a political system characterized by political cohesiveness. The fact that the regulatory

system was in place at the Ume of the privatization of the utilities in the UK, and that such regulatory

system substantially limits the discretion of the regulators, coupled with the nature of BTs future

ownership structure and the extent of competition, may have reassured private investors about the

nature of the ensuing regulatory game, even given the Labour Party's opposition to the privatization. In

particular, we saw that preference disagreements between the DTI, the MMC and the DG make

regulatory policy more stable. Thus, as in the US, but from a very different perspective, process may

provide commitment.

105. Admittedly, the UK regulatory structure rests only on a number of week pillars of commitment,

and it has not yet gone through a change in the ruling party in Government. Thus, we cannot be sure

how the regulatory system will react to major disturbances. We do, however, brlieve that its short

history shows it to be well balanced. Neither is BT going to run away with exorbitant returns, nor is it

going to be strangled by regulation. The success of the combined policy of privatzation, competition

and regulation has already dampened the specter of renationalization after a Labour party victory.

Thus, the regulatory system may well survive a change in the governing party as well. While a Labour

government may tilt the regulatory process in its own direction, it would most certainly remain, for the
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near future, within the regulatory boundaries stpulated by the licenses and the process stpulated in t i

1984 Telecommunications Act. Given the rapid rate of technological obsolence, perhaps that is all that

is needed to provide commitment in this sector.

106. These results have important implicabons for regulatory innovation in many of the countries

undertaking ublites' privatizatons. In partcular, in countries where there is no strong tradition of

judicial restraint of administrative decisions, attempts to design US style regulatory systems may fail as

the Courts may take substantal amount of tme in developing the relevant jurisprudence. On the other

hand, the UK system provides a way out, as long as the Courts have previously upheld contracts. In

that case, licensing arrangements which require the companies to agree to major regulatory changes,

or that stipulate very complex forms of changing unilaterally, may restrain regulatory discretion, and

thus provide private investors assurances against opportunistc behavior by the regulator.
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